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Abstract

We develop a general but tractable framework of multilateral vertical con-

tracting between upstream and downstream �rms, without any restriction on

tari¤s, and yet taking into account their impact on downstream competi-

tion. In equilibrium, tari¤s are cost-based and replicate the outcome of a

multi-brand oligopoly, a �nding in line with the analysis of a recent merger.

To illustrate its versatility, we use this framework to analyze the e¤ect of

vertical restraints (resale price maintenance and retail price parity clauses)

and of alternative business models (resale vs. agency). Finally, we extend

the framework so as to endogenize the market structure.
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1 Introduction

Wholesale markets often involve interlocking multilateral relations. For instance,

supermarket chains typically carry the same leading brands; likewise, health insurers

deal with the same care providers (physicians, hospitals, etc.), and cable or satel-

lite operators o¤er the same TV channels. Interlocking relationships also abound

in intermediate-goods markets, where competing �rms often buy components or

services from the same competing suppliers. For instance, PC manufacturers often

use both Intel and AMD processing chips; likewise, Airbus and Boeing may o¤er

airlines a choice of engines from General Electric, Rolls Royce or Pratt & Whitney,

and deal with the same contractors (e.g., Spirit and Latécoère).

Despite the prevalence of these interlocking relationships, the literature on verti-

cal contracting has mostly focused on more stylized market structures. For instance,

much of the early literature focuses on the case of an upstream or downstream mo-

nopolist,1 or considers competing vertical structures where each upstream �rm deals

with a di¤erent set of downstream partners (as in the case of franchise networks).2

Several papers have started to analyze vertical contracting in multilateral re-

lations, but impose various restrictions. For instance, supply competition focuses

on the case of a competitive fringe3 or of perfect substitutes.4 Alternatively, atten-

tion is restricted to particular types of contracts, such as linear wholesale prices or

two-part tari¤s.5

Other papers, prompted by merger waves and policy debates in cable televi-

sion6 and healthcare7 markets, have instead focused on the division of the gains

from trade. This literature accounts for the externalities created by competition

1For example, Mathewson and Winter (1984) and Rey and Tirole (1986) focus on vertical coor-
dination, whereas Hart and Tirole (1990), O�Brien and Sha¤er (1992) and McAfee and Schwartz
(1994) focus on opportunistic behavior by a monopolistic supplier. Another branch of this lit-
erature has focused on the scope for exclusive dealing in the presence of a bottleneck, either
downstream (Bernheim and Whinston, 1985, 1986, 1998) or upstream (Marx and Sha¤er, 2007;
Miklòs-Thal et al., 2011; Rey and Whinston 2013).

2For example, Bonanno and Vickers (1988), Rey and Stiglitz (1988, 1995) and Gal-Or (1991)
show that strategic delegation can dampen inter-brand competition. Jullien and Rey (2007) and
Piccolo and Miklòs-Thal (2012) show instead that vertical contracts can facilitate tacit collusion
upstream and/or downstream.

3This is a frequent assumption in the literature on retailers�private labels; see, for example,
Mills (1995) and Gabrielsen and Sørgard (2007). See also Hart and Tirole (1990) and Innes and
Hamilton (2009).

4See, for example, Salinger (1988), Ordover et al. (1990), de Fontenay and Gans (2005, 2014),
and Nocke and White (2007, 2010).

5See, for example, Dobson and Waterson (2007), Rey and Vergé (2010) and Allain and Cham-
bolle (2011).

6For instance, Chipty and Snyder (1999) study the impact of horizontal mergers, Crawford and
Yurukoglu (2012) focus on the role of bundling, whereas Crawford et al. (2015) consider the role
of vertical integration.

7For instance, Gowrisankaran et al. (2015) study the impact of hospital mergers, whereas Ho
and Lee (2017) analyze competition among health insurance providers.
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among vertical channels, but either assumes away the interplay between wholesale

agreements and downstream outcomes (by restricting attention to lump-sum trans-

fers), or accounts for it only partially (by assuming that upstream and downstream

prices are set simultaneously).8

In this paper, we propose a �exible model of multilateral vertical contracting

which does not put any restriction on the tari¤s that can be negotiated, and yet

takes into account the full impact of these tari¤s on downstream price competition.9

We allow for any number of �rms, both upstream and downstream, and for any

distribution of bargaining power within each vertical channel. As wholesale contracts

are usually not publicly observable, the outcome of each negotiation (including

whether or not an agreement has been reached and, if so, the terms of the contract)

is considered to be private information.

Modelling secret contracting in multilateral relationships raises complex issues,

even in simple bargaining games where one side of the market makes ultimatum

o¤ers to the other side. In particular, when receiving an out-of-equilibrium o¤er,

a �rm needs to form beliefs about the contracts signed by the other vertical chan-

nels. As Bayesian updating does not restrict these o¤-equilibrium beliefs, there

are typically many (perfect Bayesian) Nash-equilibria. This has led the literature

to rely on �reasonable�out-of-equilibrium beliefs, such as passive or wary beliefs.

Unfortunately, when downstream �rms compete in prices, equilibria based on pas-

sive beliefs may fail to exist, and wary beliefs are rather intractable, even in the

absence of upstream competition.10 For tractability, we rely instead on a version

of the �contract equilibrium�or �Nash-in-Nash�approach, which moreover allows

for balanced bargaining. This approach, �rst developed by Crémer and Riordan

(1987) and Horn and Wolinsky (1988), focuses on outcomes such that no pair of

contracting partners has an incentive to alter the terms of its own contract, taking

as given the other equilibrium contracts.11

More speci�cally, we de�ne a �bargaining equilibrium�as follows. In the down-

stream market, �rms compete in prices, given the contracts signed with their sup-

8Among the most recent papers, Gowrisankaran et al. (2015) and Ho and Lee (2017) focus
on lump-sum transfers, whereas Crawford et al. (2015) assume that all (linear) prices are set
simultaneously.

9Nocke and Rey (2016) provide an analysis of multilateral relations with Cournot downstream
competition.
10See Rey and Vergé (2004).
11O�Brien and Sha¤er (1992) already applied this approach in an upstream monopoly setting.

Since then, it has been used with various restrictions, both in the theoretical literature (e.g., Gans,
2007; Milliou and Petrakis, 2007; Allain and Chambolle, 2011) and the empirical literature (e.g.,
Crawford and Yurukoglu, 2012; Grennan, 2013; Gowrisankaran et al., 2015). Because it combines
the cooperative Nash-bargaining solution (for each vertical channel) with a non-cooperative Nash-
equilibrium concept (across channels), Collard-Wrexler et al. (2015) have coined the terminology
�Nash-in-Nash bargaining.�
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pliers. In the upstream market, each vertical channel negotiates a contract (any

non-linear tari¤ is admissible) that: (i) maximizes the joint pro�t of the two part-

ners, given the contracts negotiated by each �rm with its other partners as well as

downstream rivals�equilibrium prices, and taking into account the impact of the

negotiated contract on the downstream �rm�s own prices; and (ii) shares the surplus

from a successful negotiation according to some pre-determined sharing-rule.

In this framework, we �rst establish the existence of an equilibrium, as well as

the uniqueness of the downstream equilibrium outcome (as long as tari¤s induce a

�smooth behavior�, in a sense that will be made clear). Equilibrium tari¤s are cost-

based, in that marginal input prices re�ect marginal costs of production; as a result,

downstream prices are the same as in a multi-brand oligopoly where each down-

stream �rm could produce all the inputs. The intuition is simple: as the terms of a

contract are not observed by downstream rivals, and thus have no impact on their

prices, pricing at marginal cost makes the downstream �rm a residual claimant,

thereby inducing it to maximize its joint pro�t with the supplier. Interestingly, this

insight is in line with the results of Nilsen et al. (2016) who �nd that an upstream

merger between Norwegian egg producers did not a¤ect marginal input (and there-

fore retail) prices but only infra-marginal prices (e.g., franchise fees). Our analysis

also shows that di¤erent tari¤s generate di¤erent divisions of the equilibrium in-

dustry pro�t, more convex (resp., concave) tari¤s giving a large share to upstream

(resp., downstream) �rms.

To illustrate further the �exibility of our approach, we study the impact of ver-

tical restraints such as resale price maintenance (RPM) and price parity agreements

(PPAs), which are often observed in retail markets. Allowing RPM generates many

equilibria: this is because the wholesale price charged by a supplier to a given re-

tailer no longer a¤ects their joint pro�t (as retail prices are separately negotiated);

the two �rms can thus agree on any arbitrary wholesale price (and share the pro�ts

as they wish through, e.g., lump-sum fees), which however a¤ects the negotiations

with their other partners. Furthermore, minimum and maximum RPM can both

have anticompetitive e¤ects: price �oors can sustain supra-competitive prices when

brands are more substitutable than stores, but price ceilings can do the same in

the opposite case. This �nding challenges the current legal status of these vertical

restraints, which treats minimum RPM as highly likely to be anti-competitive, and

views maximum RPM more favorably. It also challenges the common wisdom that

strong inter-brand is usually su¢ cient to prevent any anti-competitive e¤ects of

vertical restraints.

Price parity agreements, which require retailers to charge the same price for all

brands, have here no impact on retail prices. Although PPAs may limit the joint

pro�t that a retailer can generate with a given supplier, pricing at marginal cost still
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makes the retailer the residual claimant on this joint pro�t; as a result, equilibrium

contracts are again cost-based. This contrasts with the view, common in policy

circles, that retail price parity agreements are akin to RPM and should therefore

be banned.

We then use our approach to compare business models. Switching from the

traditional resale model to the agency model often used by internet marketplaces

(where retail platforms obtain transaction-based commissions from suppliers) sim-

ply amounts to turning the model �upside-down�. Platforms now play the role of

upstream �rms that sell distribution services to manufacturers or service providers,

who control �nal prices and thus play the role of downstream �rms. Equilibrium

commissions are again cost-based (the relevant cost now being the platforms�mar-

ginal cost of distribution), and the �nal outcome is similar to that of a multi-

platform oligopoly in which suppliers directly compete against each other at various

retail locations. In a symmetric setting, whether equilibrium prices are higher under

the wholesale model or the agency model simply depends on whether competition

is �ercer among suppliers or retailers. Price parity agreements (requiring suppliers

to set the same prices on all platforms) have again no impact on consumer prices.

Our �bargaining equilibrium�approach (like the simultaneous Nash-bargaining

approach) treats the market structure as exogenously given.12 In order to endoge-

nize the market structure, we introduce a preliminary stage in which upstream and

downstream �rms simultaneously choose which channels they are willing to acti-

vate. This determines the market structure and leads to the associated bargaining

equilibrium. To avoid coordination issues, we focus on the coalition-proof Nash-

equilibria (CPNE)13 of this game. In a simple symmetric setting with successive

duopolies, we �rst show that when downstream �rms are highly di¤erentiated (e.g.,

when they operate on di¤erent geographic markets), there is a unique CPNE, in

which all channels are active. When downstream �rms are instead close substitutes,

there is again a unique CNPE, which involves either exclusive dealing (each sup-

plier dealing with a di¤erent downstream �rm) or downstream foreclosure (a single

downstream �rm dealing with all suppliers). Finally, in the particular case of linear

demands, there is a unique CPNE as well, with all channels being active when down-

stream �rms are su¢ ciently di¤erentiated, and exclusive dealing otherwise. This

captures the intuition that when downstream competition is intense, suppliers pre-

fer to deal with a single downstream �rm so as to avoid dissipating pro�ts through

�erce intrabrand competition. Conversely, when downstream �rms are su¢ ciently

di¤erentiated, suppliers �nd it more attractive to deal with all downstream �rms,

12As in de Fontenay and Gans (2014) and Collard-Wexler et al. (2015), all channels are always
active in equilibrium.
13See Bernheim et al. (1987).
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so as to maximize the demand for their products.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 outlines our setting, and Section 3

characterizes the equilibrium outcomes. Section 4 considers vertical restraints such

as Resale Price Maintenance and Price Parity Agreements, and alternative business

models such as the agency model. Section 5 endogenizes the market structure.

Finally, Section 6 provides concluding remarks.

2 The Model

We consider a vertical chain in which n � 2 di¤erentiated manufacturers,M1; :::;Mn,

distribute their goods through m � 2 di¤erentiated retailers, R1; :::; Rm.14 For the
sake of exposition, we assume constant returns to scale15 and denote Mi�s unit cost

by ci, for i 2 I � f1; :::; ng, and Rj�s unit cost by j, for j 2 J � f1; :::;mg. The
demand for brand i 2 I at store j 2 J (i.e., for �channel�i� j) is given by Dij (p),

where Dij (:) is continuously di¤erentiable in the price vector p = (pij)i2I;j2J when-

ever it is positive.16

We assume that wholesale contracts are purely �vertical�: the contract between

Mi and Rj depends on the sales of brand i at Rj�s stores, but cannot depend

explicitly on the sales of Mh and/or Rk, for h 2 I n fig and k 2 J n fjg.17 This,
in particular, excludes exclusive dealing provisions as well as �horizontal�clauses,

such as market-share discounts. However, we allow for any non-linear tari¤ tij (qij).

We moreover focus on secret contracting: the terms of the contract negotiated

betweenMi and Rj (and whether or not they did in fact reach an agreement at all)

are information that is private to the two parties.

The timing of wholesale negotiations and retail pricing decisions is as follows:

Stage 1: Each Mi � Rj pair negotiates a non-linear tari¤ tij (qij). These bilateral
negotiations are simultaneous and secret.

Stage 2: Retailers simultaneously set retail prices for every brand that they carry.

As mentioned in the introduction, in order to develop a tractable setting we build

on the contract equilibrium approach pioneered by Crémer and Riordan (1987)

and Horn and Wolinsky (1988). This approach can be seen as a re�nement of

14It is convenient to identify the �rms as manufacturers and retailers; the analysis can however
be transposed to other vertically related industries.
15Extending the analysis to non-linear cost functions is straightforward but notationally cum-

bersome.
16This allows for �kinks�where demand becomes zero (e.g., when demand is linear).
17For the sake of exposition, we use subscripts i and h for manufacturers, and j and k for

retailers.
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the perfect Bayesian equilibrium concept, checking for robustness against bilateral

renegotiations by any pair Mi�Rj. A contract equilibrium can also be interpreted
as the (stationary) subgame perfect equilibrium of an in�nitely repeated game in

which �rms are impatient (i.e., put no weight on future pro�ts when making their

decisions) and, in each period, one pair (re-)negotiates its contract. We moreover

adapt this approach so as to allow for balanced bargaining between manufacturers

and retailers, and denote by �ij 2 [0; 1] the relative bargaining power of Mi in its

bilateral negotiation with Rj.

Speci�cally, we consider the �bargaining equilibria�of the above two-stage game,

de�ned as follows. In the second stage, each retailer chooses its prices assuming

that its rivals set the equilibrium retail prices. In the �rst stage, each Mi�Rj pair
negotiates a tari¤ tij (qij) that: (i) maximizes the joint pro�t of Mi and Rj, given

the other equilibrium contracts and the resulting retail pricing behavior; and (ii)

gives a share �ij of the additional pro�t generated by a successful negotiation to

Mi (and thus a share 1� �ij to Ri).
To state this formally, let us denote by pj = (pij)i2I the vector of Rj�s prices

and by p�j the vector of prices for all retailers other than Rj. When convenient,

we express the price vector as p = (pj;p�j); we sometimes further decompose Rj�s

price vector as pj = (pij;p�i;j),18 using the notation pj = (1;p�i;j) when Rj does
not carry Mi�s brand. An equilibrium is then de�ned as follows:

De�nition 1 An equilibrium is a vector of price responses
�
pRj (tj)

�
j2J , together

with a vector of equilibrium tari¤s t� =
�
t�j
�
j2J (where t

�
j =

�
t�ij
�
i2I) and a vector

of equilibrium prices p� =
�
p�j
�
j2J , such that:

� In the second stage:

�For every j 2 J and any vector of tari¤s tj = (tij)i2I negotiated by Rj
in the �rst stage, the price response pRj (tj) maximizes Rj�s pro�t:

pRj (tj) 2 argmaxpj

(X
i2I

��
pij � j

�
Dij

�
pj;p

�
�j
�
� tij

�
Dij

�
pj;p

�
�j
���)

:

�The equilibrium prices satisfy p�j = p
R
j

�
t�j
�
.

� In the �rst stage, for every i 2 I and every j 2 J , the equilibrium tari¤ t�ij:

�Maximizes the joint pro�t of Mi and Rj, taking as given Rj�s other equi-

librium tari¤s, t��i;j, as well as rivals�equilibrium prices, p��j, and Rj�s

18More generally, we will sometimes decompose a vector yj = (yhj)h2I as (yij ;y�i;j), for i 2 I.
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price response in the second stage, pRj (tj); that is, tij = t
�
ij maximizes:�

pRij
�
tij; t

�
�i;j
�
� ci � j

�
Dij

�
pRj
�
tij; t

�
�i;j
�
;p��j

�
+
X

k2Jnfjg

�
t�ik
�
Dik

�
pRj
�
tij; t

�
�i;j
�
;p��j

��
� ciDik

�
pRj
�
tij; t

�
�i;j
�
;p��j

��

+
X

h2Infig

" �
pRhj
�
tij; t

�
�i;j
�
� j

�
Dhj

�
pRj
�
tij; t

�
�i;j
�
;p��j

�
�t�hj

�
Dhj

�
pRj
�
tij; t

�
�i;j
�
;p��j

�� #
:

�Gives Mi and Rj shares �ij and 1 � �ij respectively, of the additional
pro�t generated by their relationship.

This equilibrium concept has some of the features of a perfect Bayesian Nash

equilibrium with passive beliefs, as in the second stage each retailer chooses its prices

assuming that its rivals remain under the equilibrium contracts, even if the retailer

itself has negotiated an out-of-equilibrium contract. Likewise, in the �rst stage,

each vertical channel negotiates e¢ ciently, assuming that the other channels stick

to the equilibrium contracts. This is in line with the �market-by-market bargaining�

restriction of Hart and Tirole (1990) and with the �passive beliefs� or �pairwise-

proofness�assumption of McAfee and Schwartz (1994). Compared with a perfect

Bayesian Nash equilibrium with passive beliefs, the above bargaining equilibrium

concept o¤ers more �exibility on how to share the gains from trade, but discards

the possibility of multi-sided deviations.19

3 Equilibrium analysis

With secret contracting O�Brien and Sha¤er (1992) show that, due to opportunism,

a monopolistic supplier cannot fully exploit its market power even if it has all the

bargaining power in its bilateral negotiations with retailers: as contracts are secret,

when the manufacturer negotiates with one retailer, it has an incentive to free-ride

on the sales of the other retailers. In this section, we show that this insight also

applies when there is competition on the upstream market.

3.1 Two-part tari¤s

We �rst establish the existence of an equilibrium in which each Mi �Rj pair signs
a cost-based two-part tari¤ of the form:

t�ij (qij) = F
�
ij + ciqij;

19See Rey and Vergé (2004) for a complete discussion.
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for some appropriate �xed fee F �ij.

By construction, any such equilibrium yields the same outcome as a �multiprod-

uct oligopoly�in which every retailer produces all brands at cost. For the sake of ex-

position, we will assume that this outcome is uniquely de�ned and �well-behaved�.

Let:

�ij (p) �
�
pij � ci � j

�
Dij (p) and �j (p) �

X
i2I
�ij (p)

respectively denote Rj�s pro�t on brand i and Rj�s total pro�t in this multiproduct

oligopoly, and let:

prj (p�j) � argmax
pj
�j (pj;p�j)

denote Rj�s best-response to its rivals�prices, p�j. We will maintain the following

Assumption:20

Assumption A: Multiproduct oligopoly. There is a unique price vector p�

satisfying p�j 2 prj
�
p��j

�
for every j 2 J ; this vector is moreover uniquely charac-

terized by the �rst-order conditions, and such that p�j = p
r
j

�
p��j

�
for every j 2 J .21

Furthermore, for every i 2 I and every j 2 J :

(i) Dij (p
�) > 0; and,

(ii)
X

h2Infig
�hj

��
1;p��i;j

�
;p��j

�
>
P

h2Infig �hj (p
�).

Assumption A asserts that the multiproduct oligopoly has a unique Bertrand-

Nash equilibrium, with the features usually associated with product di¤erentiation.

As brands are imperfect substitutes: (i) in equilibrium, �rms carry all brands; but

(ii) if a �rm were to delist one brand, then some consumers would switch to rival

brands, which would increase the �rm�s pro�t on these brands.

Under Assumption A, any equilibrium that relies on cost-based two-part tari¤s

yields the same equilibrium retail prices, p�, and thus the same industry pro�t. Our

�rst Proposition establishes the existence of such an equilibrium, and shows that

the distribution of the pro�t is also uniquely de�ned. Let:

��ij � �ij (p�) and ��j � �j (p�) = max
pj
�j
�
pj;p

�
�j
�

denote the equilibrium pro�ts achieved by Rj on brand i and in total, respectively.

We assume that pro�ts are also well-de�ned in case a negotiation breaks down, that

is:22

20This Assumption and all those following are, for instance, satis�ed when demand functions
are linear.
21That is, (i) p� is the unique solution to the set of �rst-order conditions f@�j=@pij = 0gi2I;j2J ,

and (ii) best-responses to equilibrium prices are also unique.
22In what follows, the superscript �ij�refers to situations where all channels but i�j are active.
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Assumption B: Default options. For every i 2 I and every j 2 J ,

�ijj � max
p�i;j

�j
�
(1;p�i;j) ;p��j

�
is well-de�ned.

�ijj thus denotes the pro�t that Rj could achieve without brand i.
23 We have:

Proposition 1 There exists a unique equilibrium in which all contracts are cost-

based two-part tari¤s; in this equilibrium:

(i) Retail prices are equal to p�, as with a multiproduct oligopoly; and,

(ii) Manufacturers�and retailers�pro�ts are respectively equal to, for i 2 I and
j 2 J :

��Mi
=
X
j2J

�ij
�
��j � �

ij
j

�
and ��Rj = �

�
j �

X
i2I
�ij
�
��j � �

ij
j

�
> 0,

where 0 < ��j � �
ij
j < �

�
ij.

Proof. See Appendix A.

The intuition is simple. First, if all other channels adopt cost-based two-part

tari¤s, then the joint pro�t of Mi and Rj (gross of �xed fees) accounts for the

full margin on Rj�s sales (for all brands), and for none of the margins on all other

retailers�sales. To maximize this pro�t, it su¢ ces to make Rj the residual claimant,

which can be achieved by adopting a cost-based two-part tari¤. By construction,

in any such equilibrium, each retailer Rj behaves as if it were supplied at cost, and

thus retail prices are the same as with a multiproduct oligopoly.

Unsurprisingly, Rj appropriates all the pro�t when it has all the bargaining

power, that is, when �ij = 0. Interestingly, however, when �ij > 0, Rj gets a larger

share of the pro�ts than its intrinsic bargaining power would suggest. As tari¤s

are cost-based, should the negotiation between Mi and Rj break down (de facto

removing Mi�s brand from Rj�s store), then Mi would not bene�t from the increase

in the sales of its product through the other retailers, whereas Rj would bene�t

from the increase in the demand for rival brands. As a result, Rj is able to extract

more than a share 1��ij of the equilibrium channel pro�t ��ij. Still, as dealing with
each other enables Mi and Rj to increase their joint pro�t (namely, by ��j � �

ij
j ),

Mi obtains a share �ij of this additional pro�t.

23Assumption B is, for instance, satis�ed if the revenue function rj (qj) introduced below is
strictly quasi-concave.
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3.2 Equilibrium prices

Proposition 1 establishes the existence of a unique equilibrium in cost-based two-

part tari¤s, which yields the same outcome as a multiproduct oligopoly. We now

show that, as long as they induce a �smooth� retail behavior, equilibrium tari¤s

must be cost-based, in the sense that marginal wholesale prices must re�ect marginal

costs of production (i.e., equilibrium tari¤s t�ij and equilibrium quantities q
�
ij are such

that t�0ij
�
q�ij
�
= ci for every i 2 I and j 2 J), and thus again yield the same outcome

as a multiproduct oligopoly.

We �rst introduce the notion of smooth retail behavior. Fix a candidate equilib-

rium with tari¤s te and retail prices pe, and consider Rj�s behavior given the tari¤s

it faces, tej , and the other retailers�equilibrium prices, pe�j. For any qj = (qij)i2I ,

let �pj (qj) = (�pij (qj))i2I denote the vector of inverse residual demands; that is,

�pj = �pj (qj) is such that:

Dij

�
�pj;p

e
�j
�
= qij for every i 2 I:

Using these inverse demands, derivingRj�s optimal response to the tari¤s tej amounts

to choosing quantities qj so as to maximize:

rj (qj)�
X
i2I
tij (qij) ;

where

rj (qj) �
X
i2I

�
�pij (qj)� j

�
qij

denotes the retail revenue generated by Rj, net of its retail cost. Let:

Qij
�
pe�j

�
=
�
qij 2 R�+ j 9pj such that Dij

�
pj;p

e
�j
�
= qij

	
denote the set of possible positive quantities for channel Mi � Rj, given the other
retailers�prices, and for any qij 2 Qij

�
pe�j

�
, let:

q̂�i;j (qij) � argmaxq�i;j

8<:rj (qij;q�i;j)� X
h2Infig

thj (qhj)

9=;
denote Rj�s optimal quantities for the other brands. We say that the equilibrium

tari¤s induce a smooth retail behavior when these internal best-responses are well-

behaved, namely:

De�nition 2 The equilibrium tari¤s tej induce a smooth retail behavior if they are

di¤erentiable and, for any i 2 I:

10



(i) The equilibrium quantity, qeij, is characterized by the �rst-order condition; that

is:

t0ij
�
qeij
�
=
@rj
@qij

�
qej
�
:

(ii) For any qij 2 Qij
�
pe�j

�
, Rj has a unique internal best-response q̂�i;j (qij),

which is di¤erentiable and characterized by �rst-order conditions; that is, for

every h 2 I n fig:

t0hj (q̂hj (qij)) =
@rj
@qhj

(qij; q̂�i;j (qij)) :

Thus, the tari¤s tej induce a smooth retail behavior if, in response to a marginal

change in the sales of one brand, Rj �nds it optimal to only marginally adjust the

sales of the other brands. Under standard assumptions on the revenue function rj
(e.g., rj (�) is twice continuously di¤erentiable and strictly concave in qj), two-part
tari¤s induce a smooth retail behavior.24

Finally, for any i 2 I and k 2 J nfjg, let ~qik (qij) denote the quantity sold byMi

through Rk when Rj chooses to sell a quantity qij of Mi�s product, and its internal

best-response q̂�i;j (qij) for the other brands; that is:

~qik (qij) � Dik

�
�pj (qij; q̂�i;j (qij)) ;p

e
�j
�
:

We denote by �(i) the m�m matrix such that the term in row j 2 J and column
k 2 J is given by:

�
(i)
j;k =

(
1 if k = j,

~q0ik
�
qeij
�
otherwise.

(1)

The following Proposition shows that if we restrict attention to equilibria where

tari¤s induce a smooth retail behavior, then tari¤s are necessarily cost-based:

Proposition 2 Whenever the equilibrium tari¤s induce all retailers to adopt a

smooth retail behavior:25

(i) If
���(i)

�� 6= 0, thenMi�s equilibrium tari¤s are cost-based, that is, te0ij
�
qeij
�
= ci

for every j 2 J ; and,
(ii) If

���(i)
�� 6= 0 for every i 2 I, then pe = p�.

Proof. See Appendix B.
24More generally, any vector of tari¤s faced by a retailer induces that retailer to adopt a smooth

retailer behavior, when each tari¤ involves a non-conditional �xed fee (that is, a fee that must
be paid, regardless of whether any quantity is being sold), and a variable part that is twice
continuously di¤erentiable and weakly convex.
25Throughout the paper, for any matrixM, the notation jMj refers to the determinant of that

matrix.
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The previous intuition thus carries over to any equilibrium in which marginal

considerations are relevant. As the terms of wholesale agreements are not observed

by rivals, and consequently have no impact on their own behavior, pricing at mar-

ginal cost makes retailers residual claimants, thereby inducing them to maximize

joint bilateral pro�ts. It follows that the equilibrium outcome again mimics that of

a multiproduct oligopoly.

Note that the condition
���(i)

�� 6= 0 is rather innocuous. For instance, a su¢ -

cient condition is for the matrix �(i) to be diagonally dominant, which amounts toP
k2Jnfjg

��~q0ik �qeij��� < 1 for any j 2 J . This is a plausible condition, as adjusting
Rj�s prices so as to increase its sales of brand i is likely to decrease the sales of that

brand at other stores (i.e., ~q0ik
�
qeij
�
� 0 for k 2 J n fjg) but nevertheless it may

increase the total sales of that brand (i.e., 1+
P

k2Jnfjg ~q
0
ik

�
qeij
�
> 0). In any event,

even if that su¢ cient condition does not hold for some retailer(s), we would expect���(i)
�� 6= 0 to be satis�ed generically.26
Remark: Smooth retail behavior. In the case of a monopolistic manufacturer,

O�Brien and Sha¤er (1992) have shown that equilibrium tari¤s must indeed induce a

smooth retail behavior. While their reasoning does not readily carry over to the case

of multiple upstream �rms, as retailers�responses to the tari¤s o¤ered by a given

manufacturer now depend also on other manufacturers� tari¤s (hence, retailers�

pro�ts may no longer be �smooth�if these other pro�ts are themselves discontinuous

or non-di¤erentiable), we suspect that equilibrium tari¤s are still likely to induce a

smooth retail behavior.

3.3 Division of pro�ts

Proposition 2 shows that, as long as tari¤s induce all retailers to adopt a smooth

retail behavior, equilibrium prices and quantities, and thus total industry pro�t,

are the same as in a multiproduct oligopoly. Proposition 1 shows further that

the division of this pro�t is also uniquely de�ned when two-part tari¤s are used.

However, other tari¤s can sustain di¤erent pro�t allocations. For instance, under

mild regularity assumptions27, there exist equilibria in quadratic tari¤s, t�ij (qij) =

t�ij (qij) + �
�
qij � q�ij

�2
, where the t�ij�s are the cost-based two-part tari¤s identi�ed

in Proposition 1. Introducing the quadratic term does not a¤ect the amount paid

by Rj if it sticks to the equilibrium quantity q�ij, but increases the amount that Rj
would have to pay if it were to modify its prices and/or stop carrying another brand.

It follows that introducing this convex term weakens Rj�s bargaining position in its

26That is, even if
���(i)�� = 0 for a particular demand speci�cation, the condition

���(i)�� 6= 0 is
likely to hold for arbitrarily close demand speci�cations.
27For a complete analysis, see Section A of the Online Appendix.
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negotiations with the other suppliers. Conversely, manufacturers obtain a smaller

share when the tari¤s are concave (i.e., when � < 0).

4 Vertical restraints and agency model

To illustrate the �exibility of our approach we �rst consider the impact of verti-

cal restraints, namely resale price maintenance (hereafter, RPM) and price parity

agreements (hereafter, PPAs). These provisions are commonly observed in practice

and both have triggered heated policy debates.28 We then discuss how our results

are a¤ected when switching to the agency business model (in which the supplier

remains the owner of goods and/or services and chooses the �nal prices), which is

often adopted by online retail platforms.

We only provide here a quick summary of the analysis and of the main results.

The complete analysis is presented in the Online Appendix.

4.1 Resale price maintenance

Suppose that manufacturers and retailers can adopt RPM provisions, that is, each

Mi � Rj pair can contract not only on a (non-linear) tari¤ tij (qij), but also �if it
wishes to do so �on the retail price pij. The timing of wholesale negotiations and

retail pricing decisions remains as before, with the caveat that in case of an RPM

agreement between Mi and Rj, the retailer simply sets the agreed retail price pij in

stage 2.

We �rst note that allowing �rms to adopt RPM provisions does not destabilize

the cost-based tari¤equilibria identi�ed above. Speci�cally, when the other channels

sign cost-based tari¤s, a cost-based tari¤ precisely induces the retail price that

maximizes the joint pro�t of the manufacturer and the retailer,29 and therefore they

do not need to contract on the retail price. Retailers, however, get a lower share of

the industry pro�t when RPM is used in equilibrium. This is because they can no

longer adjust the prices they charge for the rival brands if their negotiations with a

manufacturer were to fail. For instance, when dealing with Mi, Rj�s disagreement

payo¤�and therefore, the equilibrium payo¤�is lower whenRj has a RPM contract

with other manufacturers.

RPM can, however, be used to sustain many other outcomes. By construction,

the joint pro�t ofMi and Rj does not depend on the �internal�wholesale price wij.

28While RPM has been in use for a very long time, PPAs have gained importance with the
development of online platforms.
29For instance, in the equilibrium based on two-part tari¤s characterized in Proposition 1, the

equilibrium contract t�ij (qij) = F �ij + ciqij induces Rj to maximize the joint pro�t of the pair
Mi �Rj .
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As it is no longer needed to �drive�the retail price pij (which can now be directly

agreed upon through RPM), this internal wholesale price wij can thus be �xed in

any arbitrary way, adjusting the �xed fee Fij so as to share the pro�t as desired.

However, this internal price a¤ectsMi�s negotiation with every other retailer Rk, as

well as Rj�s negotiation with every other manufacturer Mh, and can thus be set so

as to sustain the targeted retail prices. For instance, when negotiating withMh, Rj
takes into account the impact of the price phj on its downstream margin on brand

i, pij � wij. Likewise, when negotiating with Rk, Mi takes into account the impact

of the price pik on its upstream margin on Rj�s sales, wij � ci.
As there are nm instruments (the wholesale prices) for nm targets (the retail

prices), it follows that, generically, an equilibrium can be constructed around any

pro�le of retail prices.

Proposition 3 When RPM is allowed, any price vector p can generically be sus-

tained in equilibrium.

Proof. See Proposition B.2 in Section B.1 of the Online Appendix.

The analysis focused so far on �full RPM,�where a retailer is required to charge

the exact price negotiated with the manufacturer, but it can also shed some light

on the role of minimum RPM (i.e., price �oors) and maximum RPM (i.e., price

caps). In particular, restricting attention to symmetric equilibria, any price above

the competitive price p� can be sustained with minimum RPM (resp., maximum

RPM) when there is more (resp., less) substitution among manufacturers�brands

than among retailers�stores.

Proposition 4 Restricting attention to symmetric equilibria, any price p > p� can
generically be sustained with minimum RPM (resp., maximum RPM) when there is

more (resp., less) substitution among manufacturers�brands than among retailers�

stores.

Proof. See Proposition B.3 in Section B.1 of the Online Appendix.

To understand the underlying intuition, consider �rst retail pricing decisions. If

retailers were free to set their prices, they would do so taking into consideration

their downstream margins but ignoring their partners�upstream margins. Hence,

if upstream margins are positive, classic double marginalization problems arise:

the price of any brand at any store would be higher than what would maximize

the joint pro�t of the manufacturer and the retailer, and price caps are therefore

needed. Conversely, if upstream margins are negative, retailers would be tempted

to adopt too low prices, and price �oors are thus needed.
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The next step is to determine whether positive or negative upstream margins are

needed to sustain supra-competitive retail prices. If tari¤s were cost-based, each

negotiating pair would aim at maximizing the pro�t generated by the retailer�s

sales (on all brands); but then, each pair would have an incentive to undercut the

other retailers� prices. When relying instead on a wholesale price w 6= c, each

pair moreover takes into account the impact of its decision on the manufacturer�s

margins earned on the sales of its brand at the other stores, but however ignores

the impact of this decision on the upstream margins earned by the retailer on the

other brands.

Therefore, in order to discourage undercutting the equilibrium price, the net

balance of these two e¤ects should be positive. It follows that in order to raise prices

above p�, negative upstream margins are required when there is more substitution

between manufacturers than between retailers, in which case price �oors are needed

to counter retailers�excessive incentives to lower prices; when there is instead more

substitution between retailers, positive upstream margins are required, and price

caps are then needed to counter retailers�excessive incentives to raise prices.30

4.2 Price parity agreements

We now turn to the role of price parity agreements (PPAs). A PPA is a contractual

provision requiring the retailer to price the manufacturer�s brand at the same level

as competing brands. Variants of such PPAs may be slightly less restrictive and sim-

ply prevent the retailer from charging less (or more) for competing brands. Such

provisions have recently triggered debates about their potential anti-competitive

e¤ects. In April 2010, the UK O¢ ce of Fair Trading (OFT) considered that manu-

facturers and retailers had entered into bilateral agreements linking the retail price

of a tobacco brand to the prices of competing brands (at the same stores). Those

retail price parity agreements were deemed to be anti-competitive by the OFT, who

judged that they had the same adverse e¤ects as RPM.31

To shed some light on this debate, we now consider a variant of our setting in

which, in the second stage, a retailer that has accepted a PPA must set the same

retail price for all the brands it carries. We �nd that PPAs have little impact on

the equilibrium outcome:

30Price �oors thus have no e¤ect in this case; by contrast, Allain and Chambolle (2011) �nd
that industry-wide price �oors are always anticompetitive.
31See Decision CA98/01/2010 of the O¢ ce of Fair Trading, Case CE/2596-03: Tobacco, 15 April

2010. This decision was later quashed by the Competition Appeals Tribunal (see the CAT Judge-
ment [2011] CAT 41, 12 December 2011), who however did not discuss the possible anticompetitive
e¤ects of PPAs.
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Proposition 5 In the class of equilibria based on di¤erentiable tari¤s and price
parity agreements, when all equilibrium quantities are positive:

(i) equilibrium tari¤s are all cost-based, that is, marginal wholesale prices re�ect

marginal costs of production; and,

(ii) if �rms are symmetric at both stages of the vertical chain, then all prices

are the same as if in the absence of any price parity agreement.

Proof. See Proposition B.4 in Section B.2 of the Online Appendix.

The intuition is that, while PPAs require a retailer to adopt uniform prices

across brands, a cost-based tari¤ induces again the retailer to choose the (uniform)

price that maximizes the joint pro�t achieved with the manufacturer. As a result,

PPAs have no impact on wholesale tari¤s, which in equilibrium remain cost-based.

If in addition the equilibrium prices are already symmetric in the absence of any

PPA, then PPAs have no impact on retail prices either.

4.3 Agency model

We have been focussing so far on the �resale�business model, where the distributor

buys the goods and/or services from the suppliers, and then resells them to con-

sumers (hence, absent RPM, it is the distributor who sets consumer prices). If such

a model is standard for �brick-and-mortar�retailers, online retail platforms often

adopt instead an �agency�business model in which the supplier remains the owner

of its goods and/or services, and chooses the prices at which it o¤ers them on the

platforms; each distributor then obtains commissions on the sales made through its

platform.

To study this alternative business model, it su¢ ces to swap the roles of manu-

facturers and retailers in pricing decisions; this leads to the following timing:

Stage 1: Each pair negotiates a (possibly non-linear) commission schedule based
on the volume of sales achieved by the manufacturer on the retailer�s platform.

Stage 2: Manufacturers simultaneously set the retail prices for their products, for
each platform that carries them.

It is straightforward to see that this simply amounts to turning the previous

framework �upside-down�: manufacturers are now downstream (they control retail

prices), whereas retailers/platforms are upstream. As before, however, commissions

are non-linear payment schedules paid by downstream �rms (here, the manufactur-

ers) to their upstream partners (the retailers).

Therefore, in the class of contracts inducing the manufacturers to adopt a

smooth pricing behavior, all equilibrium commission schedules must be cost-based,
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in the sense that marginal commission rates must re�ect marginal costs of distribu-

tion; hence, the equilibrium outcome replicates that of direct competition between

multi-store �rms.

Moreover in this framework, price parity agreements (i.e., agreements between

manufacturers and retailers requiring manufacturers to set the same prices on all

platforms) have no impact on the equilibrium outcome beyond imposing symme-

try. More precisely, equilibrium tari¤s are once again cost-based in the sense that

marginal commissions re�ect marginal costs of distribution (i.e., the intermediaries�

costs). In addition, when �rms are symmetric at both stages of the vertical chains

(and the equilibrium prices are symmetric in the absence of PPAs), then price par-

ity agreements do not a¤ect the equilibrium retail prices either. These insights are

in sharp contrast with the recent literature on price parity agreements. However, so

far this literature has focused on either linear commissions32 or constant revenue-

sharing rules,33 which generate contractual ine¢ ciencies; instead, we allow here for

general non-linear commissions and thus for e¢ cient bilateral contracting.34

5 Endogenizing the market structure

As tari¤s are cost-based, in that marginal input prices re�ect marginal costs of

production, intrabrand competition tends to dissipate pro�ts. Indeed, if retailers

are very close substitutes, intrabrand competition almost entirely eliminates the

industry pro�t; in that case, the �rms would probably bene�t from reducing the

intensity of intrabrand competition, for instance, by limiting the number of retailers

carrying a given brand.

Yet the simultaneous Nash bargaining approach adopted in the previous sections

predicts that all channels are always active in equilibrium. To see why this is the

case, consider a variant of the previous setting in which only cost-based two-part

tari¤s are available: that is, �rms can still decide whether or not to activate a

channel, but can only bargain over �xed fees. In this situation, in every bilateral

negotiation, and whether the other channels are active or not: (i) the manufacturer

is willing to supply its product for any non-negative �xed fee; and (ii) the retailer

is willing to carry the manufacturer�s brand as long as the �xed fee is su¢ cient low.

Hence, regardless of which other channels are active, each negotiating pair chooses

to activate its channel, for an appropriate fee. It follows that, in equilibrium, all

channels are necessarily active.

32See Boik and Corts (2016) and Johansen and Vergé (2016).
33See Johnson (2017) and Foros et al. (2017).
34Although our setting does not consider direct sales by the suppliers, allowing them to reach

consumers directly would not a¤ect the results �it would amount to adding a platform (the �direct
sales channel�) o¤ering intermediation services at cost.
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This suggests that, in order to deal with the issue of network formation, we

need an alternative multilateral bargaining framework that allows manufacturers

and/or retailers to select explicitly their trading partners. Collard-Wexler et al.

(2015) propose an extensive form-game with successive rounds of o¤ers. They

moreover provide conditions under which the extensive-form game approach yields

the same predictions as the simultaneous Nash bargaining approach (and where all

channels are thus active). However, these conditions rule out the type of negative

externality that arises here naturally when retailers are close enough substitutes.35

These negative externalities unfortunately make the analysis of such multi-stage

extensive-form games much less tractable (even if contracts are restricted to cost-

based two-part tari¤s).

Alternative approaches have been adopted by Ho and Lee (2016) and Ghili

(2016) who introduce a threat of replacement that a¤ects the parties�outside op-

tions, and by Lee and Fong (2013) who propose a dynamic setting where links can

be activated or broken at any time.36 The �rst approach, Nash-in-Nash equilibrium

with the threat of replacement, stems from the observation that many insurers limit

the set of hospitals to which they o¤er access, a feature that is not well explained

by the standard Nash-in-Nash approach. This approach allows insurers, in case

of disagreement with a selected hospital, to replace it with an alternative hospi-

tal from outside the network. When networks are complete, this approach yields

the same outcome as the standard Nash-in-Nash approach. However, when insurers

opt instead for selective networks, they may obtain more favorable terms in this

alternative approach, as hospitals must then compete to join the network.37

While most of the literature favors a static approach, Lee and Fong (2013)

instead adopt an in�nite horizon framework, in which they study Markov perfect

equilibria. At the beginning of each period, all upstream and downstream �rms

decide which new links to activate and which one to break (such a change in market

structure generate a �xed cost per added/withdrawn link). Based on this structure,

�rms negotiate �à la Nash-in-Nash�over tari¤s.

In this section, we explore an alternative approach, which consists in introducing

a preliminary stage (before the bargaining setting described above) in which the

market structure is endogenously determined through a simultaneous �veto-game�.

This approach is similar in spirit to that of Lee and Fong (2013) but in a static (and

35In particular, these conditions assume that each channel contributes to add value to the
network; by contrast, adding a retailer to one manufacturer�s distribution network can here reduce
the pro�t generated by the manufacturer�s brand when intrabrand competition is �erce.
36For an earlier analysis of buyer-seller network formation, without downstream competition,

see, e.g., Kranton and Minehart (2001).
37For instance, if hospitals are close substitutes, then insurers appropriate most of the pro�t

even when dealing with a single hospital; according to the standard Nash-in-Nash approach, they
may instead have little bargaining power in such case.
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deterministic) setting. It turns out to remain reasonably tractable and yet predicts

the emergence of selective distribution networks when retailers are close substitutes,

as intuition suggests.

Formally we assume that, in a preliminary stage, manufacturers and retailers

choose which channels they are willing to activate, with each �rm having veto power.

That is, each retailer (publicly) announces which manufacturer(s) it wishes to deal

with (if any), and simultaneously each manufacturer (publicly) announces which

retailer(s) it wishes to deal with (if any). A channel, say i� j, then becomes active
if and only if the manufacturer and the retailer (here Mi and Rj) both wish to deal

with the other. This determines the market structure, and each market structure

yields a bargaining equilibrium de�ned along the same lines as before.

It is well-known that the type of game considered in this preliminary stage is

subject to coordination problems that give rise to a multiplicity of equilibria. In

particular, as a channel can be active only when both parties decide to participate,

there always exists a trivial equilibrium in which no channel becomes active. In order

to avoid these coordination issues, we focus on the Coalition-Proof Nash Equilibria

(hereafter, CPNE) of this market structure formation game (see Bernheim et al.,

1987).

As the number of potential market structures grows geometrically with the num-

ber of market participants, in this section we focus on the simplest relevant case

with two symmetric manufacturers, labelled MA and MB for convenience, and two

symmetric retailers, R1 and R2. The symmetry assumption implies that manufac-

turers�unit costs are cA = cB = c, retailers�unit costs are 1 = 2 = , and, for any

price vector p � (pA1; pB1; pA2; pB2), any i 6= h 2 fA;Bg and any j 6= k 2 f1; 2g,
the demand for brand i at store j is given by:

Dij (p) � D (pij; phj; pik; phk) ;

where the function D (:) is continuously di¤erentiable.

In addition, we assume that the bargaining sharing rules are symmetric, that is,

�ij = � for every i 2 I and every j 2 J . Finally, let �M > 0 denote the per channel

monopoly pro�t.

5.1 Bargaining equilibria

First, we brie�y characterize the continuation bargaining equilibria associated with

each market structure.

When every �rm activates at most one channel, the equilibrium is unique. It

relies on cost-based tari¤s, which pins downs retail equilibrium prices, and thus the
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pro�t generated by each channel. This pro�t is moreover shared by the two partners

according to the (�; 1� �) sharing rule.
When a single manufacturer deals with both retailers, O�Brien and Sha¤er

(1992) have shown that equilibrium tari¤s are necessarily cost-based. Likewise,

when a single retailer deals with both manufacturers, Bernheim and Whinston

(1985, 1998) have shown that equilibrium tari¤s are also cost-based. Thus, in both

situations the retail prices as well as the industry pro�t are again uniquely de�ned.

But there exist multiple equilibrium outcomes with di¤erent divisions of the indus-

try pro�t between upstream and downstream �rms, as the contract signed with a

partner a¤ects the bargaining position of a �rm vis-à-vis its other partner. How-

ever, there exists a unique equilibrium in which all channels rely on (cost-based)

two-part tari¤s.

The analysis of the case in which three channels are active is more complex

and similar to that of the case analyzed in the previous section, with all channels

being active. Using arguments along the lines of those in the proofs of Propositions

1 and 2, it can be shown that when restricting attention to tari¤s that induce

a smooth behavior, equilibrium tari¤s are again cost-based and equilibrium retail

prices are thus uniquely de�ned. Furthermore, there always exists an equilibrium

relying on (cost-based) two-part tari¤s, and within the class of such equilibria, all

�rms�equilibrium payo¤s are uniquely de�ned.

In the light of these observations, and to ensure that �rms�payo¤s are properly

de�ned for any given market structure, throughout this section we focus on con-

tinuation equilibria based on two-part tari¤s.38 For each market structure, these

equilibria can be described as follows:39

� Bilateral Monopoly: A single channel is active, say i � j. Mi�s and Rj�s

pro�ts are respectively �Mi
= �mM � ��m and �Rj = �mR � (1� �)�m,

where:

�m � max
p
(p� c� )D (p;1;1;1)

denotes the bilateral monopoly pro�t generated by a single active channel.

� Exclusive Dealing: Two unconnected channels are active, say i � j and
h � k. Individual pro�ts are then �Mi

= �Mh
= �EDM � ��ED and �Rj =

�Rk = �
ED
R � (1� �)�ED, where:

�ED �
�
pED � c� 

�
D
�
pED;1;1; pED

�
38The analysis that follows is thus valid when only two-part tari¤s are allowed or feasible.

However, it remains valid when �rms simply favor two-part tari¤s whenever they are indi¤erent
between two-part tari¤s or more general non-linear tari¤s.
39For a complete proof, see Section D.1 of the Online Appendix.
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denotes the pro�t generated by each channel, and the price pED is such that:

pED = argmaxp (p� c� )D
�
p;1;1; pED

�
:

� Upstream Foreclosure: A single manufacturer, say Mi, deals with both

retailers. Individual pro�ts are then �Mi
= �UFM � 2��UF and �Rj = �Rk =

�UFR � (1� �)�UF , where the pro�t per channel is given by:

�UF �
�
pUF � c� 

�
D
�
pUF ;1; pUF ;1

�
;

and the price pUF is such that:

pUF = argmaxp (p� c� )D
�
p;1; pUF ;1

�
:

� Downstream Foreclosure: A single retailer, say Rj, deals with both man-
ufacturers. Individual pro�ts are then �Mi

= �Mh
= �DFM � �

�
2�DF � �m

�
and �Rj = �

DF
R � 2 (1� �)�DF +2�

�
�m � �DF

�
, where the pro�t per chan-

nel is equal to:

�DF � max
p
(p� c� )D (p; p;1;1) :

� Connected Structure: Only channel, say h�k, remains inactive. All �rms
are thus directly or indirectly connected, as the two retailers have a common

manufacturer (namely, Mi), and one of them (Rj) also deals with the other

manufacturer (Mk). Let pCSJ , p
CS
M and pCSR denote the retail prices, where

the subscripts J , M and R refer respectively to the joint channel of the two

multi-partner �rms (here, Mi � Rj), the other channel of the multi-partner
manufacturer (here, Mi � Rk), and the other channel of the multi-partner
retailer (here, Mh �Rj). We will also denote by:

�CSm �
�
pCSJ � c� 

�
D
�
pCSJ ; p

CS
R ; p

CS
M ;1

�
+
�
pCSR � c� 

�
D
�
pCSR ; p

CS
J ;1; pCSM

�
the pro�t generated by the multi-partner retailer (Rj) and by:

�CSs �
�
pCSM � c� 

�
D
�
pCSM ;1; pCSJ ; pCSR

�
the pro�t generated by the single-partner retailer (Rk). Finally, let:

�̂J � max
p
(p� c� )D

�
p;1; pCSM ;1

�
and �̂R = max

p
(p� c� )D

�
p;1;1; pCSM

�
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denote the pro�t that the multi-partner retailer (Rj) could generate by fo-

cusing instead, respectively, on the joint channel (Mi�Rj), and on the other
channel (Mh �Rj). Manufacturers�pro�ts are then respectively given by:

�Mi
= �CSMm � �

�
�CSm + �CSs � �̂R

�
and �Mh

= �CSMs � �
�
�CSm � �̂J

�
;

where the subscripts Mm and Ms respectively refer to the multi-partner and

single-partner manufacturers. With a similar convention, retailers�pro�ts are

respectively given by:

�Rj = �
CS
Rm � (1� �)�CSm +�

�
�̂J + �̂R � �CSm

�
and �Rk = �

CS
Rs � (1� �)�CSs :

� Interlocking Relationships: All channels are active, in that every manu-
facturer deals with every retailer. From the previous analysis, retailers charge

the same price p�, and manufacturers and retailers�pro�ts are respectively

equal to:

��M = 2� [2� (p�)� �̂ (p�)] and ��R = 2 f(1� �)� (p�) + � [�̂ (p�)� � (p�)]g ;

where � (p) � (p� c� )D (p; p; p; p) and �̂ (p) � maxp̂ (p̂� c� )D (p̂;1; p; p).

As manufacturers�brands as well as retailers�stores are imperfect substitutes,

some observations can be readily made:

� Bilateral Monopoly and Downstream Foreclosure: In both market structures,

a single retailer is active and thus monopolizes the market. In the �rst case, it

carries a single brand, whereas in the second case it carries both brands. Com-

paring the maximal industry pro�ts that can be achieved with one channel,

two channels using a common retailer, and all four channels, then yields:

4�M > 2�DF > �m > �DF > �M > 0:

� Upstream Foreclosure and Exclusive Dealing: In both market structures, both
retailers are active, each carrying a single brand with a cost-based tari¤. The

only di¤erence between the two market structures is that in the �rst case

retailers carry the same brand, whereas in the second case they carry di¤erent

brands. As manufacturers�brands are di¤erentiated, it follows that:

�ED > �UF > 0:
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5.2 Equilibrium market structure

We now study the CPNE of the market structure formation game. For expositional

purposes, we restrict attention to cases where both sides have some bargaining

power (i.e., � 2]0; 1[).40

We �rst note that at least two channels must be active in equilibrium. If all

channels were inactive, any pair Mi�Rj could generate a pro�t by activating their
channel (�m > 0), and such a deviation would obviously be self-enforcing as both

�rms would bene�t from it. And if only channel i � j were active, then both Mh

and Rk would bene�t from activating their own channel (as �ED > 0), making such

deviation pro�table and self-enforcing.

As �ED > �UF , retailers always prefer dealing with di¤erent manufacturers when

they each carry a single brand. This implies that upstream foreclosure cannot arise

in a CPNE. A coalition made of the excluded supplier (say, Mh) and one of the

retailers (say, Rj) would be willing to deviate and activate their channel (possibly

in addition to the channel i � j): Mh would bene�t from such a deviation as it

is otherwise fully excluded (and �EDM ;�CSMs > 0), and Rj would also bene�t as it

prefers dealing with a di¤erent supplier than Rk when they each carry a single brand

(and thus max
�
�EDR ;�CSRm

	
� �EDR > �UFR ).

Therefore, in any CPNE, both brands must be distributed. Intuitively, it is

valuable to have them distributed by both retailers when retailers are highly di¤er-

entiated, in which case interlocking relationships are likely to arise in equilibrium.

Instead, when retailers are close substitutes, distributing a brand through a second

channel dissipates pro�ts, as intrabrand competition then drives prices down to

marginal cost, and the second channel does not attract any signi�cant additional

demand. We would thus expect each brand to be carried by a single retailer. The

following Proposition con�rms this intuition by considering two polar cases where

retailers are either perfect substitutes (i.e., for each brand, consumers buy from the

cheapest retailer) or not competing at all against each other (e.g., they are located

in di¤erent geographic territories):41

Proposition 6 (i) When retailers do not compete against each other, the unique
CPNE market structure involves interlocking relationships.
40When retailers have all the bargaining power (i.e., � = 0), manufacturers�pro�ts are always

equal to 0, and coalition-proofness has little bite (as a coalition can never convince a manufacturer
to deviate); note however that our analysis selects a unique equilibrium as � tends to 0. Our
�ndings still apply when manufacturers have all the bargaining power (i.e., � = 1), but the formal
proofs need to be adjusted (some of the deviations used below would leave retailers indi¤erent,
but other deviations are then relevant).
41While we have so far ruled out these extreme cases for expositional purposes, it is straightfor-

ward to extend the previous analysis, as long as manufacturers remain imperfect substitutes.
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(ii) When instead retailers are perfect substitutes:

� If �ED > 2�DF � �m, the unique CPNE market structure involves exclusive
dealing; and,

� If �ED < 2�DF ��m, the unique CPNE market structure involves downstream
foreclosure.

Proof. See Section D.2 of the Online Appendix.

The intuition is simple. When retailers do not compete intensely against each

other, it is desirable to have each brand distributed by both channels, so as to

maximize their demand. By contrast, when retailers are close substitutes, each

brand is distributed by a single channel, so as to avoid pro�t dissipation through

intrabrand competition. Exclusive dealing (where the two brands are distributed

by di¤erent retailers) and downstream foreclosure (where both brands are distrib-

uted by a single, common retailer) then constitute self-enforcing agreements, and

among these market structures the Pareto-e¢ cient one (from the �rms�standpoint)

is coalition-proof.

Maybe somewhat surprisingly, the results do not depend on the manufacturers�

and retailers�relative bargaining power �. The reason is two-fold. First, in any

given market structure S, manufacturers�equilibrium pro�ts are directly propor-

tional to their bargaining power (that is, Mi�s pro�t is of the form ��Mi
(S), where

�Mi
(S) does not depend on �). Therefore, this bargaining power does not a¤ect

manufacturers� preferences over alternative market structures. Second, retailers�

preferences over the relevant market structures are also not a¤ected by their bar-

gaining power. For instance, when retailers do not compete against each other, they

always prefer to deal with both manufacturers rather than with a single one. This

generates more pro�t, and the threat of delisting one product also provides them

with a better outside option. Hence, dealing with both manufacturers enables re-

tailers to have a bigger share of a bigger pie, regardless of their relative bargaining

power. When, instead, retailers are perfect substitutes, as mentioned above, the

relevant comparison is between downstream foreclosure and exclusive dealing, as

manufacturers want to deal with a single retailer. However, a selected retailer al-

ways prefers downstream foreclosure, in which case competition is less intense and

thus industry pro�t is larger, and the threat of delisting one brand again gives the

retailer a higher share of that pro�t.

To provide further results, we restrict our attention to linear demand functions.

Normalizing marginal production and distribution cost to c =  = 0, in the re-

mainder of this section we assume that the (symmetric) inverse demand function is
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given by:

P (qij; qhj; qik; qhk) = 1� qij � �qhj � �qik � ��qhk; with 0 < �; � < 1:

For this linear demand function, it can be checked that �ED > 2�DF � �m.
Hence, when they both deal with a single retailer, manufacturers are better o¤

dealing with di¤erent retailers than with the same one (that is, �EDM > �DFM ). It

follows that downstream foreclosure cannot arise in a CPNE, as a coalition made

of the excluded retailer (say, Rk) and one of the manufacturers (say, Mi) would be

willing to deviate and activate their channel (possibly in addition to the channel

i � j). Such a deviation is indeed self-enforcing, as both �rms bene�t from it: Rk
would otherwise be fully excluded (and �EDR ;�CSRs > 0) andMi bene�ts from dealing

with a di¤erent retailer than Mh (that is, max
�
�EDM ;�CSMm

	
� �EDM > �DFM ).

The above analysis implies that there is no CPNE in which a manufacturer

and/or a retailer is fully excluded. Also, for further reference, it is interesting to

note that for the above linear demand, there exists a threshold �� (�) 2]0; 1[ such that
a manufacturer is indi¤erent between exclusive dealing and being the multi-partner

supplier in a connected structure (that is, �ED = �CSm + �CSs � �̂R) if and only if
� = �� (�). Moreover, this threshold �� (�) is a decreasing function of �. Inspecting

candidate CPNE for the remaining market structures (exclusive dealing, connected

structure, interlocking relationships) yields the following result:

Proposition 7 When the demand is linear, as speci�ed above, there exists a unique
CPNE market structure, characterized as follows:

� If � < �� (�), then there is a unique CPNE, which yields interlocking relation-
ships; and,

� If instead � � �� (�), then exclusive dealing constitutes the unique CPNE mar-
ket structure.

Proof. See Section D.3 of the Online Appendix.
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Figure 1: Equilibrium market structure

This Proposition, illustrated by Figure 1, extends (for a linear demand) the

insight of Proposition 6. When retailers are su¢ ciently di¤erentiated (namely, when

the retail di¤erentiation parameter satis�es � < �� (�)), the unique CPNE involves

interlocking relationships. If instead retailers are close enough substitutes (namely,

� � �� (�)), then �rms avoid intrabrand competition. As �ED > 2�DF � �m for

the linear demand speci�cation, the unique CPNE market structure then involves

exclusive dealing. Interestingly, for the same two reasons as before, the analysis does

not depend on the manufacturers and retailers�relative bargaining powers (�).42

6 Conclusion

In this paper, we develop a framework for the analysis of multilateral vertical rela-

tions. The key features are secret bilateral negotiations of upstream tari¤s, followed

42To limit the number of parameters, we have assumed that the price sensitivity of the inverse
demand across both manufacturers and retailers is the product of the price sensititivities across
manufacturers (�) and across retailers (�). However, the same analysis, resulting in a similar
�gure, obtains when normalizing, for instance, the demand (e.g., so as to ensure that P (q; q; q; q)
remains constant as � and � evolve), or when adopting a similar speci�cation for the demand D
rather than for the inverse demand P .
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by downstream price competition. The setting is su¢ ciently �exible to allow for

any number of �rms, any degree of product di¤erentiation, and any cost or demand

asymmetry, at each stage of the vertical chain; it also allows for any bargaining

power within each vertical channel, and places no restriction on the tari¤s that can

be negotiated. To �x ideas, we cast the exposition in a manufacturer � retailer

setting, but the framework can be applied as well to other vertical chains, such as

media content and TV channels, hospitals and health insurance providers, aircraft

or car manufacturers and their part suppliers, and so forth.

An appealing feature of this framework lies in its tractability. We show that

equilibrium tari¤s are cost-based, whenever they are di¤erentiable and induce down-

stream �rms to adopt a smooth behavior (i.e., a small change in the quantity sold

for one brand by a retailer triggers only small changes in the quantities sold for the

other brands by that same retailer). The equilibrium retail prices and quantities

are thus uniquely de�ned and replicate the outcome of a multiproduct oligopoly.

The division of the pro�ts however depends on the shape of the equilibrium tari¤s:

downstream �rms get a higher (resp., lower) share of the industry pro�t when tari¤s

are convex (resp., concave).

To illustrate the versatility of this framework, we consider several extensions.

We �rst consider resale price maintenance (RPM) provisions, where the retail price

of a product is contractually set by its manufacturer. We show that even purely

vertical, bilateral RPM agreements drastically a¤ect competition; in particular, they

can sustain industry-wide monopoly prices, thus eliminating inter-brand as well as

intrabrand competitive pressures. We also �nd that both maximum and minimum

RPM can be used to raise prices above their competitive levels, an insight at odds

with the current legal treatment of RPM, which treats minimum RPM substantially

more harshly than maximum RPM.

We then turn to price parity agreements that restrict a retailer�s pricing policy

across competing brands. While antitrust agencies have sometimes viewed these

price parity agreements as a restriction of competition, similar to minimum RPM,

in our setting these contractual clauses are instead rather ine¤ective �they do not

substantially a¤ect the equilibrium outcome, beyond imposing symmetry.

We also use our framework to study the agency business model (where suppliers

keep ownership of their products and set the price at which these are sold on the

platforms) which is widely used by online retailers and intermediation platforms.

This amounts to turning the initial resale setting upside-down: manufacturers are

now downstream and retailers (or intermediation platforms) are upstream. The

above insight carry over to this modi�ed setting. In particular, as long as �rms

can negotiate non-linear commissions, these must be cost-based. Retail equilibrium

prices are therefore again uniquely de�ned, and correspond here to the outcome of
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direct competition between multi-platform �rms. Likewise, price parity agreements

(linking the prices of a product across distribution platforms) do not substantially

a¤ect the equilibrium outcome, beyond imposing symmetry.

Last, we endogenize the market structure by introducing a preliminary stage

in which upstream and downstream �rms choose which channels they are willing

to activate. To obtain a more complete characterization, we restrict attention to

successive symmetric duopolies. In the polar case where downstream �rms are lo-

cal monopolies, the unique (coalition-proof) equilibrium market structure involves

interlocking relationships, with all channels being active. When downstream �rms

are instead perfect substitutes, the unique structure involves either exclusive deal-

ing (each upstream �rm dealing with a di¤erent downstream �rm) or downstream

foreclosure (both upstream �rms deal with a common downstream �rm). Likewise,

when demand is linear, there is again a unique (coalition-proof) equilibrium market

structure, where all channels are active if retailers are su¢ ciently di¤erentiated,

otherwise exclusive dealing arises.

The assumption that the terms of wholesale agreements are private information

and thus not observable by rival suppliers or customers appears plausible in many

upstream markets. This assumption also allows for a simple characterization of the

equilibrium tari¤s, even without any restriction on the class of tari¤s that can be

negotiated. Interestingly, our insight that tari¤s are then cost-based (which pins

down consumer prices) is in line with the empirical analysis of Nilsen et al. (2016)

who �nd that an upstream merger between Norwegian egg producers did not have

any impact on consumer prices, but only on the division of pro�ts between producers

and retailers.

Yet, other markets may be more transparent. It may therefore be useful to

consider the case of public contracting. This appears particularly di¢ cult in the

absence of any restriction on admissible tari¤s. However, it would be relatively

easy to extend, for instance, the above analysis to the case of public two-part

tari¤s. Likewise, the case of secret or public linear contracts could be considered as

well.

Also, while � following most of the literature � we consider a simple static

game to endogenize the network formation (together with coalition-proofness as an

equilibrium selection device), it would be interesting to compare the predictions

with those of alternative approaches, such as the dynamic approach developed by

Lee and Fong (2013) (using Markov-perfection as an equilibrium selection device).

Finally, the �exibility and tractability of the approach studied in this paper

makes it a good instrument to study �rms�decisions over other dimensions, such

as product portfolio or investment in production capacity or innovation.
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Appendix

A Proof of Proposition 1

To establish existence, �x a candidate equilibrium in which each Mi � Rj pair, for
i 2 I and j 2 J , signs the cost-based two-part tari¤ t�ij (qij) = F �ij + ciqij, where:

F �ij = �ij
�
��j � �

ij
j

�
;

and retail prices are equal to p�. Consider the negotiation between Mi and Rj.

Given their other equilibrium tari¤s, (t�ik)k2Jnfjg and
�
t�hj
�
h2Infig, and the other

retailers�equilibrium prices, p��j, they seek to maximize their joint pro�t, equal to:�
pj � ci � j

�
Dij

�
pj;p

�
�j
�
+

X
k2Jnfjg

F �ik

+
X

h2Infig

��
phj � ch � j

�
Dhj

�
pj;p

�
�j
�
� F �hj

�
:

As the variable part of this joint pro�t coincides with �j
�
pj;p

�
�j
�
, Assumption A

ensures that it is maximal for p�j = p
r
j

�
p��j

�
. However, given Rj�s other equilibrium

tari¤s, t��i;j, adopting a tari¤ tij leads Rj to maximize its own pro�t, equal to:�
pij � j

�
Dij

�
pj;p

�
�j
�
� tij

�
Dij

�
pj;p

�
�j
��

+
X

h2Infig

��
phj � ci � j

�
Dhj

�
pj;p

�
�j
�
� F �hj

�
:

A cost-based two-part tari¤ in the form tij (qij) = Fij + ciqij is then obviously

optimal, as it makes Rj�s pro�t equal �up to a constant �to the joint pro�t of Mi

and Rj, and thus induces Rj to charge p�j .

Hence, given their other equilibrium tari¤s and the other retailers�equilibrium

prices, each Mi �Rj pair is willing to sign a cost-based two-part tari¤ and to stick
to the equilibrium retail prices. To complete the proof of existence, it su¢ ces to

show that the �xed fees satisfy the Nash bargaining rule.

In the candidate equilibrium, manufacturers derive their pro�ts from �xed fees,

whereas retailers are residual claimants; hence, Mi and Rj respectively obtain:

��Mi
=
X
k2J

F �ik and �
�
Rj
= ��j �

X
h2I

F �hj:

If the negotiation between Mi and Rj were to break down, Mi would still obtain

the other retailers��xed fees, whereas Rj would keep selling the other brands, and
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would moreover adjust prices so as to maximize its retail pro�t. That is, they would

respectively obtain:

�ijMi
=

X
k2Jnfjg

F �ik and �
ij
Rj
= �ijj �

X
h2Infig

F �hj:

The change in pro�t generated by a successful negotiation is therefore equal to:

��Mi
+��Rj �

�
�ijMi

+�ijRj

�
= ��j � �

ij
j ;

which is positive:

��j � �
ij
j = max

pj
�j
�
pj;p

�
�j
�
�max

p�i;j
�j
�
(1;p�i;j) ;p��j

�
> 0; (2)

where the strict inequality stems from the fact that: (i) In the determination of �ijj ,

Rj is constrained to set pij to a prohibitively high level (consistent with qij = 0);

and (ii) from Assumption A, maximizing �j
�
pj;p

�
�j
�
with respect to pj leads to a

unique best response p�j = p
r
j

�
p��j

�
, which is such that Dij (p

�) > 0.

The surplus sharing rule then yields:

��Mi
= �ijMi

+ �ij
�
��j � �

ij
j

�
;

leading to:

F �ij = �
�
Mi
� �ijMi

= �ij
�
��j � �

ij
j

�
:

The candidate equilibrium thus indeed constitutes an equilibrium, in which all

equilibrium contracts are cost-based tari¤s. Conversely, in any such equilibrium:

� Given its rivals�equilibrium prices, pe�j, Rj�s pro�t (gross of the �xed fees)

coincides with �j
�
pj;p

e
�j
�
, and thus its equilibrium prices must satisfy pej 2

prj
�
pe�j

�
; Assumption A therefore ensures that retail prices are equal to pe =

p�;

� The Nash bargaining rule then uniquely pins down the equilibrium �xed fees.

We now turn to the last part of the Proposition. Manufacturers obtain:

��Mi
=
X
j2J

�ij
�
��j � �

ij
j

�
;

which, from (2), is positive as long as �ij > 0. However, they obtain less than a

share �ij of the equilibrium channel pro�t, that is:

��j � �
ij
j < �

�
ij: (3)
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To see this, it su¢ ces to note that:

�ijj = max
p�i;j

X
h2Infig

�hj
�
(1;p�i;j) ;p��j

�
�

X
h2Infig

�hj
��
1;p��i;j

�
;p��j

�
>

X
h2Infig

�hj (p
�)

= ��j � ��ij;

where the strict inequality stems from Assumption A. It follows that retailers get

more than a share 1� �ij of the pro�ts they generate. In particular, they obtain a
positive pro�t:

��Rj = �
�
j�
X
i2I
F �ij = �

�
j�
X
i2I
�ij
�
��j � �

ij
j

�
� ��j�

X
i2I

�
��j � �

ij
j

�
> ��j�

X
i2I
��ij = 0;

where the strict inequality derives from (3).

B Proof of Proposition 2

Part (i). Consider the negotiation betweenMi and Rj, given the equilibrium tari¤s

negotiated for the other brands, te�i;j, and the other retailers�equilibrium prices,

pe�j. Choosing the tari¤ tij that maximizes the joint pro�t of the pair Mi � Rj is
equivalent to choosing the quantity qij sold by Rj at the retail competition stage,

anticipating the associated volume of sales by Rj for the other brands, q̂�i;j (qij), as

well as the sales of Mi�s brand by other retailers, f~qik (qij)gk2Jnfjg. The equilibrium
quantity qeij thus maximizes:

rj (qij; q̂�i;j (qij))� ciqij �
X

h2Infig

tehj (q̂hj (qij)) +
X

k2Jnfjg

[teik (~qik (qij))� ci~qik (qij)] ;

where:

q̂�i;j (qij) � argmaxq�i;j

(
rj (qij;q�i;j)�

P
h2Infig

tehj (qhj)

)
;

and:

~qik (qij) � Dik

�
�pj (qij; q̂�i;j (qij)) ;p

e
�j
�
:
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It therefore satis�es:

@rj
@qij

�
qej
�
�ci+

X
h2Infig

�
@rj
@qhj

�
qej
�
� te0hj

�
qehj
��
q̂0hj
�
qeij
�
+
X

k2Jnfjg

[te0ik (q
e
ik)� ci] ~q0ik

�
qeij
�
= 0:

(4)

As the equilibrium tari¤s tej are smooth, Rj�s equilibrium behavior is characterized

by the �rst-order conditions: For every h 2 I,

@rj
@qhj

�
qej
�
= te0hj

�
qehj
�
:

Using this, condition (4) simpli�es to:

te0ij
�
qeij
�
� ci +

X
k2Jnfjg

[te0ik (q
e
ik)� ci] ~q0ik

�
qeij
�
= 0:

That is, for every i 2 I, Mi�s equilibrium margins:

ueij � te0ij
�
qeij
�
� ci;

must satisfy:

�(i) �

2664
uei1
...

ueim

3775 = 0;
where the matrix �(i) is given by (1). Hence, if this matrix is invertible, Mi�s

equilibrium tari¤s must be cost-based: te0ij
�
qeij
�
= ci, for every j 2 J .

Part (ii). When all tari¤s are cost-based and induce smooth retail behaviors, the

equilibrium prices satisfy the �rst-order conditions of each retailer�s pro�t maxi-

mization program, that is, for i 2 I and j 2 J :

0 = Dij (p
e) +

X
h2I

�
phj � te0hj

�
qehj
�
� j

� @Dhj

@pij
(pe)

= Dij (p
e) +

X
h2I

�
phj � ch � j

� @Dhj

@pij
(pe)

=
@�j
@pij

(pe) :

These conditions thus coincide with those characterizing p� and Assumption A then

ensures that retail prices are pe = p�.
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Online Appendix for
Secret Contracting with Multilateral

Relationships

A Division of pro�ts

Proposition 2 shows that, as long as tari¤s induce all retailers to adopt a smooth

retail behavior, equilibrium prices and quantities, and thus total industry pro�t,

are the same as in a multiproduct oligopoly. Proposition 1 shows further that

the division of this pro�t is also uniquely de�ned when two-part tari¤s are used.

However, other tari¤s can sustain di¤erent pro�t allocations. To see this, our next

proposition considers quadratic tari¤s of the form:

t�ij (qij) = Fij (�) + ciqij + �
�
qij � q�ij

�2
;

where q�ij = Dij (p
�) and Fij (�) remains to be determined. For the sake of exposi-

tion, we will assume that these tari¤s generate a smooth retail response, even if a

negotiation breaks down; that is:

Assumption A�. For � not too negative and any j 2 J , maximizing:

�j
�
pj;p

�
�j
�
�
X
i2I
�
�
Dij

�
pj;p

�
�j
�
� q�ij

�2
with respect to pj yields a unique price response, characterized by �rst-order con-

ditions.

Assumption B�. For � not too negative, any i 2 I and any j 2 J :

(i) Maximizing:

�j
�
(1;p�i;j) ;p��j

�
�

X
h2Infig

�
�
Dhj

�
(1;p�i;j) ;p��j

�
� q�hj

�2
with respect to p�i;j yields a unique price reaction, denoted p

ij
�i;j (�), which

is a continuous function of �;

(ii) This price reaction is such that Dhj

��
1;pij�i;j (0)

�
;p��j

�
6= q�hj for some h 2

I n fig and Dik

��
1;pij�i;j (0)

�
;p��j

�
6= q�ik for some k 2 J n fjg.
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Assumption A�and the �rst part of Assumption B�are, for instance, satis�ed

when the revenue function rj (qj) is strictly concave. The last part of Assumption

B�simply asserts that breaking down a negotiation between a manufacturer and a

retailer a¤ects the manufacturer�s sales in at least one other retailer�s stores, as well

as the retailer�s sales of at least one other brand. We then have:

Proposition A.1 There exists �� > 0 such that:
(i) For any � satisfying j�j < ��, there exists an equilibrium in which each pair

Mi�Rj signs a cost-based tari¤ of the form t�ij (qij), for some Fij (�), and all retail

prices are equal to p�; and,

(ii) Within this class of equilibria, each Mi obtains a pro�t �Mi
(�), which is

such that �Mi
(�) > ��Mi

(resp., �Mi
(�) < ��Mi

) for � > 0 (resp., � < 0).

Proof. Consider a candidate equilibrium where retail prices are equal to p� and

each Mi �Rj pair signs a contract:

t�ij (qij) = Fij (�) + ciqij + �
�
qij � q�ij

�2
;

for an appropriately chosen Fij (�).

We �rst check that p� constitutes a retail price equilibrium when these contracts

are in place. In response to p��j, Rj chooses its prices pj so as to maximize:

�j
�
pj;p

�
�j
�
�
X
i2I
�
�
Dij

�
pj;p

�
�j
�
� q�ij

�2
:

It follows that p�j = p
r
j

�
p��j

�
, which maximizes �j

�
pj;p

�
�j
�
and leads to Dij (p

�) =

q�ij, satis�es the �rst-order conditions: For every h 2 I:

0 =
@

@phj

(
�j
�
pj;p

�
�j
�
�
X
i2I
�
�
Dij

�
pj;p

�
�j
�
� q�ij

�2)�����
pj=p�j

=
@�j
@phj

(p�)� 2�
X
i2I

�
q�ij � q�ij

� @Dij

@phj
(p�) :

Assumption A�then ensures that pj = p�j constitutes Rj�s unique best-response

when it faces the tari¤s t�j .

In the negotiation between Mi and Rj, given their other equilibrium tari¤s,�
t�ik
�
k2Jnfjg and

�
t�hj
�
h2Infig, and the other retailers�equilibrium prices, p

�
�j, the two

2



�rms seek to maximize their joint pro�t, which is now equal to:

�
pj � ci � j

�
Dij

�
pj;p

�
�j
�
+

X
k2Jnfjg

n
Fik (�) + �

�
Dik

�
pj;p

�
�j
�
� q�ik

�2o
+
X

h2Infig

h�
phj � ch � j

�
Dhj

�
pj;p

�
�j
�
�
n
Fhj (�) + �

�
Dhj

�
pj;p

�
�j
�
� q�hj

�2oi
:

By construction, p�j = prj
�
p��j

�
satis�es the associated �rst-order conditions for

� = 0. As charging pj = p�j leads to Dhk (p
�) = q�hk for every h 2 I and every

k 2 J , it follows that pj = p�j still satis�es these �rst-order conditions for � 6= 0.
Furthermore, for � = 0, the joint pro�t is uniquely maximal for pj = p�j . It follows

that it remains maximal at p�j for j�j low enough.
Likewise, from (2), Mi and Rj have an incentive to deal with each other when

j�j is low enough. The tari¤s t�j then sustain an equilibrium in which retail prices

are set to p� and each channel i � j generates a pro�t ��ij, to be shared according
to the Nash bargaining rule.

Let us now evaluate the impact of � on the division of pro�t. In equilibrium,

each Mi derives all of its pro�t through the �xed fees:

�Mi
(�) =

X
j2J

Fij (�) ;

whereas each Rj obtains �Rj (�) = �
�
j �
X
i2I
Fij (�). If the negotiation withMi were

to break down, Rj would adjust its prices p�i;j so as to maximize:

�j
�
(1;p�i;j) ;p��j

�
�

X
h2Infig

�
�
Dhj

�
(1;p�i;j) ;p��j

�
� q�hj

�2
:

From Assumption B�, this yields a unique price response, pij�i;j (�), which is a con-

tinuous function of �. Letting:

�ijj (�) � �j
��
1;pij�i;j (�)

�
;p��j

�
�

X
h2Infig

�
�
Dhj

��
1;pij�i;j (�)

�
;p��j

�
� q�hj

�2
denote the associated value, and qijik (�) � Dik

��
1;pij�i;j (�)

�
;p��j

�
denoteMi�s sales

through every other retailer Rk,Mi�s and Rj�s disagreement payo¤s are respectively

equal to:

�ijMi
(�) =

X
k2Jnfjg

n
Fik (�) + �

�
qijik (�)� q�ik

�2o
and �ijRj (�) = �

ij
j (�)�

X
h2Infig

Fhj (�) :
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Comparing the expressions of �Mi
(�) and �ijMi

(�) yields:

Fij (�) = �Mi
(�)� �ijMi

(�) + �
X

k2Jnfjg

�
qijik (�)� q�ik

�2
;

where, from the surplus sharing rule:

�Mi
(�)� �ijMi

(�) = �ij

h
�Mi

(�) + �Rj (�)� �
ij
Mi
(�)� �ijRj (�)

i
= �ij

8<:��j � �ijj (�)� � X
k2Jnfjg

�
qijik (�)� q�ik

�29=; :
Therefore:

Fij (�) = �ij

8<:��j � �ijj (�)� � X
k2Jnfjg

�
qijik (�)� q�ik

�29=;+ � X
k2Jnfjg

�
qijik (�)� q�ik

�2
;

and thus:

�Mi
(�) =

X
j2J

8<:�ij ���j � �ijj (�)�+ (1� �ij) � X
k2Jnfjg

�
qijik (�)� q�ik

�29=; :
Assumption B�ensures that this expression is a continuously di¤erentiable function

of �. Furthermore, using the envelope theorem yields:

d�ijj
d�

(0) = �
X

h2Infig

�
qijhj(0)� q�hj

�2
:

We thus have:

�0Mi
(0) =

X
j2J

8<:�ij X
h2Infig

�
qijhj(0)� q�hj

�2
+ (1� �ij)

X
k2Jnfjg

�
qijik (0)� q�ik

�29=; > 0;

where the strict inequality follows from Assumption B�: for �ij > 0, q
ij
hj(0) 6= q�hj for

some h 6= j, and for �ij = 0, qijik (0) 6= q�ik for some k 6= j.
It follows that �0Mi

(�) > 0 for � close to 0; hence, in that range, �Mi
(�) >

��Mi
= �Mi

(0) (resp., �Mi
(�) < ��Mi

) for � > 0 (resp., � < 0).

Hence, while there is a unique retail equilibrium outcome, replicating that of a

multiproduct oligopoly, manufacturers and retailers can share the resulting pro�t

in various ways. With the above quadratic tari¤s, manufacturers obtain a bigger
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share when marginal wholesale prices increase with the quantity being traded, as

this degrades the retailers�outside options in case a negotiation breaks down. To

see why, start with the equilibrium two-part tari¤s t�ij (qij) = F �ij + ciqij used in

Proposition 1, and introduce a convex term, �
�
qij � q�ij

�2
with � > 0, for some i 2 I

and j 2 J . Modifying the tari¤ in this way does not a¤ect the amount paid by Rj
if it sticks to the equilibrium quantity q�ij, but increases the amount that Rj would

have to pay if it were to modify its prices and/or stop carrying another brand. It

follows that introducing this convex term weakens Rj�s bargaining position in its

negotiations with the other suppliers. Conversely, manufacturers obtain a smaller

share when the tari¤s are concave (i.e., when � < 0).

B Vertical restraints

B.1 Resale price maintenance

We suppose here that manufacturers and retailers can adopt RPM provisions; that

is, each Mi�Rj pair can contract not only on a (non-linear) tari¤ tij (qij), but also
�if the two �rms wish to do so �on the retail price pij. The timing of wholesale

negotiations and retail pricing decisions remains as before, with the caveat that in

case of an RPM agreement between Mi and Rj, the retailer simply sets the agreed

retail price pij in stage 2.

We �rst note that allowing �rms to adopt RPM provisions does not destabilize

the cost-based tari¤equilibria identi�ed above. Speci�cally, when the other channels

sign cost-based tari¤s, a cost-based tari¤ precisely induces the retail price that

maximizes the joint pro�t of the manufacturer and the retailer,1 and therefore they

do not need to contract on the retail price. Retailers, however, get a lower share of

the industry pro�t when RPM is used in equilibrium. This is because they can no

longer adjust the prices they charge for the rival brands if their negotiations with a

manufacturer were to fail. For instance, when dealing with Mi, Rj�s disagreement

payo¤�and therefore, the equilibrium payo¤�is lower whenRj has a RPM contract

with other manufacturers.

RPM can, however, be used to sustain many other outcomes. To see this,

suppose that bilateral pro�ts are well-behaved when �rms rely on two-part tari¤s

of the form tij (qij) = Fij + wijqij. Namely:

Assumption C. For any i 2 I and j 2 J , any wholesale prices (whk)(h;k) 6=(i;j)2I�J
1For instance, in the equilibrium based on two-part tari¤s characterized in Proposition 1, the

equilibrium contract t�ij (qij) = F �ij + ciqij induces Rj to maximize the joint pro�t of the pair
Mi �Rj .
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and any prices (phk)(h;k) 6=(i;j)2I�J , the gross joint pro�t of Mi and Rj, given by:

�
pij � ci � j

�
Dij (p) +

X
k2Jnfjg

(wik � ci)Dik (p) +
X

h2Infig

�
phj � whj � j

�
Dhj (p) ;

is strictly quasi-concave2 in pij and maximal for a �nite price level.

Let � (p) denote the nm � nm matrix such that the term in row l (i; j) �
(i� 1)m+ j and column l (h; k), for i; j 2 I and j; k 2 J , is given by:

�l(i;j);l(h;k) (p) =

8>><>>:
@Dhj
@pij

(p) if h 6= i and k = j,
�@Dik

@pij
(p) if h = i and k 6= j,

0 otherwise.

We have:

Proposition B.2 When RPM is allowed:

(i) There exists an equilibrium based on cost-based two-part tari¤s and RPM,

which replicates the multiproduct oligopoly prices and quantities, but gives retailers

a lower share of pro�t than in the absence of RPM; and,

(ii) Any price vector p such that j� (p)j 6= 0 can be sustained in equilibrium.

Proof. Part (i). Assuming that all other channels, h� k (i.e., for every h 6= i and
every k 6= j) sign cost-based two-part tari¤s �t�hk(q) = �F �hk+chqhk and agree, through

RPM, to set retail prices phk = p�hk, the joint pro�t of Mi and Rj is given by:

�Mi�Rj =
�
pij � ci � j

�
Dij

��
pij;p

�
�i;j
�
;p��j

�
+

X
k2Jnfjg

�F �ik

+
X

h2Infig

��
p�hj � ch � j

�
Dhj

��
pij;p

�
�i;j
�
;p��j

�
� �F �hj

�
:

As the variable part of this pro�t coincides with �j
�
pj;p

�
�j
�
, Assumption A

ensures that it is maximized for pij = p�ij. Therefore,Mi and Rj can maximize their

joint pro�t by agreeing to charge p�ij. Furthermore, as this joint pro�t does not

depend on their own tari¤ (in particular, the tari¤ tij no longer a¤ects Rj�s prices,

which are here set through RPM), they can also sign a cost-based two-part tari¤.

If such an equilibrium exists, for every i 2 I and every j 2 J , the �xed fee �F �ij
needs to be such that given the fees �F �hk signed by all other pairs Mh�Rk, Mi and

Rj respectively get shares �ij and 1 � �ij of the additional pro�t generated by a
2If the demand for the channel i� j drops to zero when the price pij is high enough, then the

strict quasi-concavity should hold in the price range where Dij (�) > 0. A similar comment applies
to Assumptions D and E.
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successful negotiation. If their negotiation succeeds, the pro�ts of Mi and Rj are

given by:
���Mi

=
X
k2J

�F �ik and ��
�
Rj
= ��j �

X
h2I

�F �hj:

If instead the negotiation between Mi and Rj were to break down, Mi would still

obtain the �xed fees from the other retailers, whereas Rj would keep selling the

other brands, but could no longer adjust its prices here. Mi�s and Rj�s disagreement

pro�ts are thus given by:

��ijMi
=

X
k2Jnfjg

�F �ik and ��
ij
Rj
= ��ijj �

X
h2Infig

F �hj, where ��
ij
j = �j

��
1;p��i;j

�
;p��j

�
:

The additional pro�t generated by a successful negotiation is thus now given by

��j���
ij
j . As retailers cannot adjust their prices in case of disagreement, it is (weakly)

larger than in the absence of RPM:

��j � ��
ij
j = ��j � �j

��
1;p��i;j

�
;p��j

�
� ��j �max

p�i;j
�j
�
(1;p�i;j) ;p��j

�
= ��j � �

ij
j > 0;

where the strict inequality stems from (2).

The bargaining rule implies that:

�F �ij = ���Mi
� ��ijMi

= �ij
�
��j � ��

ij
j

�
;

which ensures that �xed fees are uniquely de�ned and there thus exists an equilib-

rium where �rms negotiate cost-based two-part tari¤s and RPM is used (and retail

prices are equal to p�). Mi�s and Rj�s equilibrium pro�ts are then given by:

���Mi
=
X
j2J

�ij
�
��j � ��

ij
j

�
and ���Rj = �

�
j �

X
i2I
�ij
�
��j � ��

ij
j

�
:

It follows that, as long as �ij > 0, manufacturers obtain a positive pro�t, which

is moreover (weakly) greater than what they would obtain in the absence of RPM

(namely, ��Mi
=
P

j2J �ij
�
��j � �

ij
j

�
). However, they still obtain less than a share

�ij of the equilibrium channel pro�t:

��j � ��
ij
j < �

�
ij:

To see this, it su¢ ces to note that, from Assumption A(ii):

��ijj =
X

h2Infig

�hj
��
1;p��i;j

�
;p��j

�
>

X
h2Infig

�hj (p
�) = ��j � ��ij:
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It follows that retailers still get more than a share 1��ij of the pro�ts they generate,
and thus obtain a positive pro�t.

Part (ii). Fix a price vector p satisfying j� (p)j 6= 0 and consider a candidate

equilibrium in which each pair Mi � Rj agrees on setting the retail price to pij,
and on a two-part tari¤ based on some wholesale price wij. Note that the condition

j� (p)j 6= 0 implies that all quantities are positive. Indeed, if we had Dij (p) = 0

for some (i; j) 2 I � J , then an increase in pij could not a¤ect the demand for any
other channel (that is, we would have @Dhj=@pij (p) = @Dik=@pij (p) = 0 for any

h 6= i and any k 6= j); hence, the row l (i; j) � (i� 1)m+ j would only have zeros,
implying j� (p)j = 0.
Given the agreements signed by the other channels, Mi and Rj are willing to

reach an agreement, as they can replicate the no-agreement outcome by agreeing

on a prohibitively high price for their channel (together with a tari¤ satisfying

tij (0) = 0). Furthermore, if Mi and Rj were to deviate to some �tij and to a

di¤erent retail price �pij 6= pij, their joint pro�t (gross of �xed fees) would be given
by:

�Mi�Rj (�pij) =
�
�pij � ci � j

�
Dij ((�pij;p�i;j) ;p�j) +

X
k2Jnfjg

(wik � ci)Dik ((�pij;p�i;j) ;p�j)

+
X

h2Infig

�
phj � whj � j

�
Dhj ((�pij;p�i;j) ;p�j) ;

which depends only on the deviating retail price �pij, and not on the deviating

wholesale tari¤ �tij (qij). Hence, Mi and Rj have no incentive to deviate from the

speci�ed wholesale tari¤. Furthermore, under Assumption C, this joint pro�t has a

unique maximum, characterized by the �rst-order condition. Hence,Mi andRj have

no incentive to deviate from the speci�ed retail price, pij, whenever�0Mi�Rj (pij) = 0,

that is:

Dij (p) +
�
pij � ci � j

� @Dij

@pij
(p)

+
X

k2Jnfjg

(wik � ci)
@Dik

@pij
(p) +

X
h2Infig

�
phj � whj � j

� @Dhj

@pij
(p) = 0;

which can be rewritten as:X
h2Infig

(whj � ch)
@Dhj

@pij
(p)�

X
k2Jnfjg

(wik � ci)
@Dik

@pij
(p) = �ij (p) ;

where:

�ij (p) � Dij (p) +
X
h2I

�
phj � ch � j

� @Dhj

@pij
(p) :

8



It follows that, if j� (p)j 6= 0, there exists a unique vector of wholesale prices, w (p)
satisfying the above equations for every i 2 I and every j 2 J .

Finally, the equilibrium �xed fees Fij (p) (for every i 2 I and every j 2 J)

can be determined using the (�ij; 1� �ij) surplus-sharing rule. If the negotiation
between Mi and Rj succeeds, their respective (equilibrium) pro�ts are:8>><>>:

�Mi
(p) =

X
k2J

f[wik (p)� ci]Dik (p) + Fik (p)g ;

�Rj (p) =
X
h2I

��
phj � whj (p)� j

�
Dhj (p)� Fhj (p)

	
:

If instead their negotiation were to break down, Mi�s and Rj�s disagreement payo¤s

would be given by:

8>><>>:
��ijMi

(p) =
X

k2Jnfjg

f[wik (p)� ci]Dik ((1;p�i;j) ;p�j) + Fik (p)g ;

��ijRj (p) =
X

h2Infig

��
phj � whj (p)� j

�
Dhj ((1;p�i;j) ;p�j)� Fhj (p)

	
:

The surplus-sharing rule then uniquely identi�es the equilibrium �xed fee Fij (p).

This rule indeed implies:

�Mi
(p)� ��ijMi

(p) = �ij

h
�Mi

(p) + �Rj (p)� ��
ij
Mi
(p)� ��ijRj (p)

i
;

where the right-hand side term is independent of �xed fees and the left-hand side

term depends only on Fij (p).

Conversely, starting from an equilibrium in which each channel i� j agrees on
a wholesale unit price equal to wij (p) (associated with the corresponding �xed fee

Fij (p)) and a retail price equal to pij, no manufacturer-retailer pair has an incentive

to deviate to another wholesale and/or retail price.

Proposition B.2 shows that with RPM, many prices can arise in equilibrium. In

particular, whenever
��� �pM��� 6= 0, RPM enables the �rms to sustain monopoly

prices. The proof is constructive, and consists of exhibiting two-part tari¤s which,

together with RPM, sustain the targeted prices.

The intuition is simple. By construction, the joint pro�t of Mi and Rj does not

depend on the �internal�wholesale price wij. As it is no longer needed to �drive�

the retail price pij (which can now be directly agreed upon through RPM), this

internal wholesale price wij can thus be �xed in any arbitrary way, adjusting the

�xed fee Fij so as to share the pro�t as desired. However, this internal price a¤ects

9



Mi�s negotiation with every other retailer Rk, as well as Rj�s negotiation with every

other manufacturer Mh, and can thus be set so as to sustain the targeted retail

prices. As there are nm �instruments�(the wholesale prices) for nm �targets�(the

retail prices), it follows that, generically, an equilibrium can be constructed around

any pro�le of retail prices.

More precisely, in the absence of RPM and with cost-based tari¤s, Rj takes into

consideration the full margin on its sales; it thus chooses pij so as to maximize:

�j (p) =
X
h2I

�
phj � ch � j

�
Dhj (p) :

Let:

�ij (p) �
@�j (p)

@pij
= Dij (p) +

X
h2I

�
phj � ch � j

� @Dhj

@pij
(p) (5)

denote the impact of a marginal increase in pij on the above pro�t. In the absence

of RPM, Assumption A implies that equilibrium retail prices p� are such that

�ij (p
�) = 0 for every i 2 I and every j 2 J .

With RPM, pij is instead chosen byMi and Rj, who, for given vectors of whole-

sale prices wi;�j = (wik)k2Jnfjg and w�i;j = (whj)h2Infig, now ignore the upstream

margin on Rj�s sales of any rival brand h, whj�ch, but do account for the upstream
margin on Mi�s sales through any rival store k, wik � ci. Hence, under Assumption
C, and for any given retail price pro�le p, to ensure that Mi and Rj stick to pij
it su¢ ces to pick wi;�j and w�i;j so as to satisfy their �rst-order condition. This

amounts to satisfy:

X
h2Infig

(whj � ch)
@Dhj

@pij
(p)�

X
k2Jnfjg

(wik � ci)
@Dik

@pij
(p) = �ij (p) : (6)

That is, the di¤erential impact of a marginal increase of pij on the upstream margins

of the channelsMi�Rk, for k 2 J nfjg, andMh�Rj, for h 2 I nfig, should o¤-set
�ij (p). The condition j� (p)j 6= 0 ensures the existence of a wholesale price vector
w satisfying the above equations for every i 2 I and every j 2 J , in which case
these wholesale prices are moreover uniquely de�ned. Fixed fees are then uniquely

determined through the bargaining sharing rule.

So far we have considered �full RPM,�where a retailer is required to charge

the exact price negotiated with the manufacturer. The analysis can also shed some

light on the role of minimum RPM (i.e., price �oors) and maximum RPM (i.e., price

caps). For the sake of exposition, we will focus here on symmetric manufacturers

and retailers,3 and on symmetric equilibria, where wij = w and pij = p for every

3Symmetry among manufacturers means ci = c and Dij (p) = Dhj
�
�Mih (p)

�
for any j 2 J and
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i 2 I and every j 2 J . The condition j�(p)j 6= 0 then amounts to �M (p) 6= �R (p),
where:

�M (p) �
X

h2Infig

@Dhj

@pij
(p; :::; p) and �R (p) �

X
k2Jnfjg

@Dik

@pij
(p; :::; p)

denote the impact of a change in the price of brand i in store j on, respectively, the

sales of the others brands at store j (interbrand price sensitivity of demand) and

on the sales of brand i in the other stores (intrabrand price sensitivity of demand).4

Thus, whenever �M (p) 6= �R (p), there exists an equilibrium based on two-part

tari¤s and RPM, in which all retail prices are equal to p and all wholesale prices

are equal to w = �w (p), where (using (6)):

�w (p) � c+ � (p)

�M (p)� �R (p)
; (7)

where � (p) = �ij (p; :::; p) denotes, as before, the marginal impact given by (5), of

an increase in one retailer�s price on the pro�t generated by that retailer when it

faces cost-based tari¤s.

To ensure that price caps or price �oors induce the expected outcomes, we

introduce the following regularity conditions:

Assumption D. For any p > p� such that �M(p) 6= �R(p):

(i) For any j 2 J , Rj�s gross pro�t
P

i2I (pij � �w (p)� )Dij (pj; p; :::; p) is strictly

quasi-concave in pj = (pij)i2I ; and,

(ii) the function � (p) satis�es �0 (p) < 0.

Finally, to rule out large deviations in the bilateral negotiations, we introduce

another technical assumption. For any p > p� and w 6= c, for any i 2 I and any
j 2 J , let denote by p̂ij (pij;w; p) =

�
p̂ijh (pij;w; p)

�
h2Infig the prices that Rj would

like to charge on the other brands, conditional on charging pij for brand i and on

facing price caps (if w > c) or price �oors (if w < c) set to p on the other brands;

that is:

any i; h 2 I, where �Mih (p) is derived from p by swapping the prices of brands i and h in each

retailer�s stores. Likewise, symmetry among retailers means j =  and Dij (p) = Dik
�
�Rjk (p)

�
for any i 2 I and any j; k 2 J , where �Rjk (p) is derived from p by swapping Rj�s and Rk�s prices
for each brand.

4The symmetry assumptions ensure that these parameters are also symmetric.
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� If w > c,

p̂ij (pij;w; p) � argmax
p�i;j

X
h2I

(phj � w � )Dhj ((pij;p�i;j) ; p; :::; p)

s.t. phj � p for any h 2 I n fig :

� If w < c,

p̂ij (pij;w; p) � argmax
p�i;j

X
h2I

(phj � w � )Dhj ((pij;p�i;j) ; p; :::; p)

s.t. phj � p for any h 2 I n fig :

:

We can now state our last assumption, namely, that the joint pro�t ofMi and Rj
remains well-behaved when Rj faces price caps or price �oors for the other brands

(whether or not these constraints are binding). Speci�cally:

Assumption E. For any i 2 I and j 2 J , any wholesale price w and any retail
price p, the gross joint pro�t of Mi and Rj, given by:

(pij � c� )Dij

��
pij; p̂

ij (pij;w; p)
�
; p; :::; p

�
+

X
k2Jnfjg

(w � c)Dik

��
pij; p̂

ij (pij;w; p)
�
; p; :::; p

�
+
X

h2Infig

�
p̂ijh (pij;w; p)� w � 

�
Dhj

��
pij; p̂

ij (pij;w; p)
�
; p; :::; p

�
;

is strictly quasi-concave in pij and maximal for a �nite price level.

We then have:

Proposition B.3 Restricting attention to symmetric equilibria, any price p > p�

can be sustained with minimum RPM (resp., maximum RPM) when there is more

(resp., less) substitution among manufacturers�brands than among retailers�stores,

that is, when �M (p) > �R (p) (resp., �M (p) < �R (p)).

Proof. The proof consists in showing that the equilibria characterized in the proof
of Proposition B.2 for the case of �xed RPM can also be sustained with price caps

or price �oors. We �rst study in which direction the retailers would like to adjust

their prices, were they free to do so, starting from the two-part tari¤ cum RPM

equilibrium identi�ed by Proposition B.2, in which retail prices are set to p and all

wholesale prices are set to �w (p). This determines whether price �oors or price caps

are needed to sustain this equilibrium. Second, we show following a small deviation

in one of its prices, a retailer �nds it optimal to stick to the equilibrium price p

for the other brands. This validates the �rst order conditions characterized in the
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proof of Proposition B.2, and thus the relationship between p and �w (p). The strict

quasi-concavity of the bilateral joint pro�t then concludes the argument.

Consider a situation in which all retail prices are set to p and all wholesale prices

are set to �w (p), characterized by (7).5 Starting from this situation, by adjusting

the price pij, Rj could obtain a pro�t, gross of �xed fees, equal to:

[pij � �w (p)� ]Dij (pij; p; :::; p) +
X

h2Infig

[p� �w (p)� ]Dhj (pij; p; :::; p) :

Thus, the impact of a marginal increase in one retailer�s price on that retailer�s

pro�t is given by (using (7)):

D (p; :::; p)� [p� �w (p)� ] [� (p)� �M (p)] = � (p) + [ �w (p)� c] [� (p)� �M (p)]
= [ �w (p)� c] [� (p)� �R (p)] ;

where:

� (p) � �@Dij

@pij
(p; :::; p) > 0

denotes the own-price sensitivity of demand. As retailers are di¤erentiated, and

thus imperfect substitutes, �R(p) < �(p) (that is, when the price of a particular

brand increases in one store, and thus consumers buy less of that brand in that

store, consumers only partially report the lost demand for the brand to di¤erent

stores). Furthermore, under Assumption D(i) Rj�s pro�t is strictly quasi-concave

in its prices (pj); hence, retailers have an incentive to lower their prices if �w (p) < c,

and to raise them if �w (p) > c. In other words, price �oors are needed to sustain p

if �w (p) < c, and price caps are instead needed to sustain p if �w (p) > c.

The price constraints (price caps or price �oors) are by construction binding

whenever �w (p) 6= c. By continuity, this remains true when, say, Mi and Rj adopt

a price pij that slightly departs from the symmetric price p. Hence, in the event of

such a (marginal) deviation, the constraints imposed by the other manufacturers

continue to be binding, and Rj thus continues to charge prices equal to p for the

other brands. It follows that, as in the case of �xed RPM, (7) ensures that such

a marginal deviation is not pro�table for Mi and Rj. That is, (7) still constitutes

the relevant �rst-order condition when �xed RPM is replaced with minimum RPM

(when �w (p) < c) or maximum RPM (when �w (p) > c). The strict quasi-concavity

assumption E ensures that global deviations in pij are not pro�table either.

5The equilibrium �xed fee F (p) is also uniquely de�ned and determined by the surplus-sharing
rule.
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To understand the underlying intuition, consider �rst the retail pricing decisions.

If retailers were free to set their prices, they would do so taking into consideration

their downstream margins but ignoring their partners�upstream margins. Hence,

if upstream margins are positive, classic double marginalization problems arise:

the price of any brand at any store would be higher than what would maximize

the joint pro�t of the manufacturer and the retailer, and price caps are therefore

needed. Conversely, if upstream margins are negative, retailers would be tempted

to adopt too low prices, and price �oors are thus needed.

The next step is to determine whether positive or negative upstream margins

are needed to sustain supra-competitive retail prices. If tari¤s were cost-based, each

negotiating pair would aim at maximizing the pro�t generated by the retailer�s sales

(on all brands); but then, each pair would have an incentive to undercut the others�

prices.6 When relying instead on a wholesale price w 6= c, each pair moreover takes
into account the impact of their joint decision on the manufacturer�s margins earned

on the sales of its brand at the other stores, which, in a symmetric situation, is given

by

(w � c)
X

k2Jnfjg

@Dik

@pij
(p; :::; p) = (w � c)�R (p) ;

but however ignores the impact of their decision on the upstream margins earned

on the retailer�s sales of the other brands, which is given by

(w � c)
X

h2Infig

@Dhj

@pij
(p; :::; p) = (w � c)�M (p) :

Therefore, in order to sustain the equilibrium price (i.e., discourage undercutting

it), the net balance of these two e¤ects should be positive, which amounts to

(w � c) [�R (p)� �M (p)] :

It follows that in order to raise prices above p�, negative upstream margins are

required when �M (p) > �R (p), in which case price �oors are needed to counter

retailers�excessive incentives to lower prices; when instead �M (p) < �R (p), positive

upstream margins are required, and price caps are then needed to counter retailers�

excessive incentives to raise prices.7

Remark: Price caps and price �oors. Moving from full RPM to price �oors or price

caps may also a¤ect the division of pro�t, as Rj�s disagreement payo¤s may be

6To see this formally, consider a situation where all retail prices are equal to p > p�. By
construction, � (p�) = 0, and thus, from Assumption D(ii), � (p) < 0 for p > p�.

7Price �oors thus have no e¤ect in this case; by contrast, Allain and Chambolle (2011) �nd
that industry-wide price �oors are always anticompetitive.
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a¤ected. If the negotiation between Mi and Rj were to fail, Rj would be tempted

to react by optimally revising the retail prices p�i;j it charges the other brands.

Such adjustment is impossible under full RPM, but may become feasible under a

price �oor or price ceiling. When such a change is indeed feasible, Rj�s disagreement

payo¤s �and thus the equilibrium division of pro�t �are a¤ected.

B.2 Price parity agreements

We now turn to the role of price parity agreements (PPAs). A PPA is a contractual

provision requiring the retailer to price the manufacturer�s brand at the same level

as competing brands. Variants of such PPAs may be slightly less restrictive and

simply prevent the retailer from charging less for competing brands, or more for

competing brands.

These provisions have recently triggered debates about their potential anti-

competitive e¤ects. In April 2010, the UK O¢ ce of Fair Trading (OFT) imposed

£ 225 million �nes against tobacco manufacturers and retailers over retail pricing

strategies. The OFT considered that manufacturers and retailers had entered into

bilateral agreements linking the retail price of a tobacco brand to the prices of

competing brands (at the same stores). Those retail price parity agreements were

deemed to be anti-competitive by the OFT, who judged that they had the same

adverse e¤ects as RPM.8

We now show that in our framework, a PPA is not a substitute for RPM. To

see this, we adapt the previous two-stage game of wholesale negotiations and retail

pricing decisions as follows:

� In the �rst stage, each Mi � Rj pair can also adopt a PPA (in addition to

agreeing on a tari¤ tij (qij)); and,

� In the second stage, a retailer that has accepted a PPA must set the same

retail price for all the brands it carries.

Obviously, imposing uniform prices across brands can a¤ect retailers�pricing

behavior when they would otherwise wish to charge asymmetric prices. In particular,

the �internal best responses�introduced in Section 3.2 are now given by:

�qhj (qij) = Dhj

�
�pj (qij) ;p

e
�j
�
;

8See Decision CA98/01/2010 of the O¢ ce of Fair Trading, Case CE/2596-03: Tobacco, 15 April
2010. This decision was later quashed by the Competition Appeals Tribunal (see the CAT Judge-
ment [2011] CAT 41, 12 December 2011), who however did not discuss the possible anticompetitive
e¤ects of PPAs.
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where pe =
�
peij
�
i2I;j2J is the vector of equilibrium prices and the price vector

�pj (qij) = (�pj (qij) ; :::; �pj (qij)) is such that:

Dij

�
�pj (qij) ;p

e
�j
�
= qij:

Assumption F. For every i 2 I and every j 2 J , whenever it is positive, the

demand function Dij (p) satis�es:

(i)
P

h2I @Dij (p) =@phj < 0;

(ii)
P

h2I @Dij (p) =@phk > 0 for any k 2 J n fjg; and,
(iii) In addition,

P
h2I
P

k2J @Dik (p) =@phj < 0.

Assumption F is rather innocuous and simply relies on products being di¤eren-

tiated. Part (i) requires that Rj�s sales of Mi�s brand decrease when Rj uniformly

increases the price of all brands, whereas part (ii) assumes that the same sales

increase when a rival retailer uniformly increases its prices. Finally, part (iii) en-

sures that when Rj uniformly increases all of its prices, the total sales of Mi�s

brand through all retailers decreases (i.e., the direct e¤ects on the sales through Rj
dominates).

The following proposition shows that �rms cannot strategically use PPAs to de-

part from cost-based tari¤s, and thus cannot a¤ect the equilibrium outcome beyond

imposing symmetry:

Proposition B.4 In the class of equilibria based on di¤erentiable tari¤s and price
parity agreements where all equilibrium quantities are positive:

(i) Equilibrium tari¤s are all cost-based, that is, marginal wholesale prices re�ect

marginal costs of production; and,

(ii) If �rms are symmetric at both stages of the vertical chain,9 then all prices

are the same as if in the absence of any price parity agreement.

Proof. Part (i). Consider a candidate equilibrium where the equilibrium tari¤s are
teij for every i 2 I and every j 2 J , and all equilibrium quantities are positive and

the equilibrium retail prices are given by the price vector pe such that, for every

j 2 J , peij = pej for all i 2 I.
If such an equilibrium exists, it must be such that when it faces the tari¤s tej

and anticipates that each rival retailer Rk, for any k 6= j 2 J sets retail prices equal
to pehk = pek for every h 2 I, Rj chooses the price pej so as to maximize its pro�t,

9See Footnote 3 for a precise expression of this symmetry assumption.
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that is:

pej 2 argmaxpj

(X
h2I

��
pj � j

�
Dhj

�
pj;p

e
�j
�
� tehj

�
Dhj

�
pj;p

e
�j
���)

:

Alternatively, one can write Rj�s maximizing program as choosing a quantity qij
forMi�s brand. Under the price parity requirement choosing a quantity qij amounts

to choosing the price �pj (qij) = (�pj (qij) ; : : : ; �pj (qij)), such that:

Dij

�
�pj (qij) ;p

e
�j
�
= qij: (8)

Assumption F ensures that such a price �pij (qij) exists and is continuously dif-

ferentiable as long as qij � qmax
�
pe�j

�
� Dij

�
(0; : : : ; 0) ;pe�j

�
.

Therefore, when it faces the tari¤s tj =
�
tij; t

e
�i;j
�
and anticipates that its rivals

set their equilibrium prices, pe�j, Rj chooses the quantity qij that maximizes its

pro�t:

��j (qij) �
�
�pj (qij)� j

�
qij�tij (qij)+

X
h2Infig

��
�pj (qij)� j

�
�qhj (qij)� tehj (�qhj (qij))

	
;

where Rj�s sales of the Mh�s brand, for any h 6= i 2 I, �qhj (qij) is given by:

�qhj (qij) � Dhj

�
�pj (qij) ;p

e
�j
�
:

To maximize their joint pro�t, subject to the PPA, Mi and Rj should adopt a

tari¤ tij inducing the quantity qij that maximizes:

��j (qij) + tij (qij)� ciqij +
X

k2Jnfjg

[teik (�qik (qij))� ci�qik (qij)] ;

where:

�qik (qij) � Dik

�
�pj (qij) ;p

e
�j
�
: (9)

Therefore, to induce the quantity qeij > 0 that maximizes their joint pro�t, Mi

and Rj need to agree on an equilibrium tari¤ teij that satis�es (using �qik
�
qeij
�
= qeik):

te0ij
�
qeij
�
� ci +

X
k2Jnfjg

[te0ik (q
e
ik)� ci] �q0ik

�
qeij
�
= 0:

For any i 2 I, the equilibrium upstream margins ueij = t
e0
ij

�
qeij
�
� ci, for j 2 J ,
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thus satisfy:

��(i) �

2664
uei1
...

ueim

3775 = 0; (10)

where ��(i) denotes the m�m matrix such that the term in row j 2 J and column
k 2 J is given by:

��
(i)
j;k =

(
1 if k = j,

�q0ik
�
qeij
�
otherwise.

Conversely, to induce Rj to sell a given quantity qij, it su¢ ces to adopt a contin-

uously di¤erentiable tari¤ tij (�) that is su¢ ciently convex and satis�es ��0j (qij) = 0.

We now conclude the proof by showing that the matrix ��(i) is invertible. Dif-

ferentiating (9), yields:

�q0ik
�
qeij
�
=
X
h2I

@Dik

@phj
(pe) �p0j

�
qeij
�
: (11)

Di¤erentiating (8), we get:

�p0j (qij) =
1P

h2I
@Dij
@phj

�
�pj (qij) ;pe�j

� < 0: (12)

Using (12), equation (11) rewrites as:

�q0ik
�
qeij
�
=

P
h2I

@Dik
@phj

(pe)P
h2I

@Dij
@phj

(pe)
< 0;

where the inequality stems from Assumption F. Indeed, parts (i) and (ii) of that

assumption respectively imply that
P

h2I
@Dij
@phj

(pe) < 0 and
P

h2I
@Dik
@phj

(pe) > 0.

The matrix ��(i) is diagonally dominant, since for every j 2 J we have:
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��� ��(i)
j;j

���� X
k2Jnfjg

��� ��(i)
j;k

��� = 1�
X

k2Jnfjg

P
h2I

@Dik
@phj

(pe)

�
P

h2I
@Dij
@phj

(pe)

=
�
P

h2I
@Dij
@phj

(pe)�
P

k2Jnfjg
P

h2I
@Dik
@phj

(pe)

�
P

h2I
@Dij
@phj

(pe)

=
�
P

h2I

h
@Dij
@phj

(pe) +
P

k2Jnfjg
@Dik
@phj

(pe)
i

�
P

h2I
@Dij
@phj

(pe)

= �

P
h2I

hP
k2J

@Dik
@phj

(pe)
i

�
P

h2I
@Dij
@phj

(pe)

> 0;

where the inequality stems from Assumption F (parts (i) and (iii)). It follows that

the matrix ��(i) is invertible, and thus (10) yields te0ij
�
qej
�
= ci for every i 2 I and

every j 2 J .

Part (ii). Given the equilibrium tari¤s te, the equilibrium prices must be such that

for any j 2 J , pej maximizes Rj pro�t, that is:

pej 2 argmaxpj

(X
h2I

��
pj � j

�
Dhj

�
pj;p

e
�j
�
� tehj

�
Dhj

�
pj;p

e
�j
���)

:

This maximization program also writes as:

pej 2 argmaxpj

(
�j
�
pj;p

e
�j
�
+
X
i2I

�
teij
�
Dij

�
pj;p

e
�j
��
� ciDij

�
pj;p

e
�j
��)

:

Given that we focus here on interior symmetric equilibria, the equilibrium retail

price pej must satisfy the �rst-order condition:

X
i2I

�
@�j
@pij

(pe) +
�
te0ij
�
qeij
�
� ci

� @Dij

@pij
(pe)

�
= 0 ()

X
i2I

@�j
@pij

(pe) = 0: (13)

By de�nition the prices p� satisfy this last condition, since @�j (p�) =@pij = 0

for every i 2 I. Moreover, when �rms are symmetric at both stages of the vertical
chain, the equilibrium price vector p� is symmetric, in the sense that for every

j 2 J , p�ij = p�j . Therefore, p� is a solution to the set of �rst-order conditions given
by equation (13) for every j 2 J .
Finally, using symmetry, equation (13) simpli�es to @�j (pe) =@pij = 0. Under

Assumption A, this system of �rst-order conditions has a unique solution, which
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ensures that we must have pe = p�.

The adoption of PPAs thus does not a¤ect the previous analysis. Pricing at

marginal cost again makes a retailer the residual claimant for the pro�t it can

generate together with a given manufacturer �even if this pro�t is limited due to

the imposition of uniform prices �and thus induces the retailer to maximize this

joint pro�t (possibly subject to the uniform price restriction). It follows that in

equilibrium, all contracts are cost-based.

Remark: Smooth tari¤s. Proposition B.4 is more general than Proposition 2

as it applies to all equilibria based on di¤erentiable tari¤s, regardless of whether

or not they would induce a smooth retail behavior in the absence of PPAs. The

reason is that by imposing uniform prices across brands, PPAs de facto ensure

that retail behavior will be smooth. By the same token, the assumption
���(i)

�� 6= 0
(or, more precisely, its equivalent, replacing ~qik (qij) with Dik

�
�pj (qij) ;p

e
�j
�
) always

holds when retailers are subject to PPAs.10

Remark: Price caps and price �oors. The above analysis focuses on �pure�

PPAs, which require retailers to charge the same price for all brands; any manu-

facturer can thus unilaterally impose this price uniformity. As mentioned above, in

practice a variant consists of preventing retailers from charging prices that exceed

those of rival brands. Obviously, the outcome is the same as with pure PPAs when

all manufacturers adopt this variant, as retailers are then de facto constrained to

charge the same price for all brands. While this paper does not formally study the

case where a limited number of manufacturers adopt this variant, it should be clear

that the proof of Proposition B.4 readily extends to this case. A similar comment

applies when retailers are instead required to charge no less than for rival brands,

or when a limited number of retailers are subject to a PPA or one of its variants.

C Agency model

We have been focussing so far on the �resale�business model, where the distributor

buys the goods and/or services from the suppliers, and then resells them to con-

sumers (hence, absent RPM, it is the distributor who sets consumer prices). If such

a model is standard for �brick-and-mortar�retailers, online retail platforms often

adopt instead an �agency�business model in which the supplier remains the owner

10That is, while Proposition 2 relies on the analysis of the �internal best response� q̂�i;j (qij),
Proposition B.4 relies instead on the mechanical impact that a change in the quantity qij will have
on the quantities �q�i;j of the other brands sold by Rj , given that Rj has to charge the same price
�pj (qij) for all brands.
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of its goods and/or services, and chooses the prices at which it o¤ers them on the

platforms; each distributor then obtains commissions on the sales made through its

platform.

To study this agency business model within our framework, in this section we

adapt the timing of negotiations and pricing decisions as follows:

1. Each Mi � Rj pair negotiates a (possibly non-linear) commission schedule
~tij (qij), based on the volume of sales qij achieved byMi through Rj�s platform.

As before, these bilateral negotiations are simultaneous and secret; and,

2. Each Mi sets the retail prices for its product on each platform that carries it;

in this section we will refer to Mi�s prices as ~pi = (~pij)j2J .

The bargaining equilibria of this game are de�ned accordingly. In the second

stage (retail pricing decisions), each manufacturer chooses its prices assuming that

its rivals set the equilibrium retail prices, ~p��i =
�
~p�hj
�
h2Infig;j2J . In the �rst stage,

each Mi�Rj pair negotiates a schedule ~tij (qij) that: (i) maximizes its joint pro�t,
given the other equilibrium contracts and the resulting retail pricing behavior; and

(ii) gives a share �ij 2 [0; 1] of the additional pro�t generated by a successful

negotiation to the manufacturer (and thus a share 1� �ij to the retailer).
Formally, a bargaining equilibrium is a vector of price responses

�
~pRi
�
~ti
��
i2I ,

together with a vector of equilibrium commission schedules ~t� =
�
~t�ij
�
i2I;j2J and a

vector of equilibrium prices ~p� = (~p�i )i2I such that:

� In the second stage:

�For every i 2 I and any vector of schedules ~ti =
�
~tij
�
j2J negotiated by

Mi in the �rst stage, Mi�s pricing strategy is given by:

~pRi
�
~ti
�
2 argmax

~pi

(X
j2J

�
(~pij � ci)Dij

�
~pi; ~p

�
�i
�
� ~tij

�
Dij

�
~pi; ~p

�
�i
���)

:

�The equilibrium prices and commission schedules satisfy ~p�i = ~pRi
�
~t�i
�
;

and,

� In the �rst stage, each schedule ~t�ij:

�Maximizes the joint pro�t ofMi and Rj, taking as givenMi�s other equi-

librium schedules, ~t�i;�j, rivals�equilibrium prices, ~p��i, and Mi�s pricing
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strategy in the second stage, ~pRi
�
~ti
�
:

~t�ij 2 argmax
~tij

(�
~pRij
�
~tij;~t

�
i;�j
�
� ci � j

�
Dij

�
~pRi
�
~tij;~t

�
i;�j
�
; ~p��i

�
+

P
h2Infig

�
~t�hj
�
Dhj

�
~pRi
�
~tij;~t

�
i;�j
�
; ~p��i

��
� jDhj

�
~pRi
�
~tij;~t

�
i;�j
�
; ~p��i

��
+

P
k2Jnfjg

" �
~pRik
�
~tij;~t

�
i;�j
�
� ci

�
Dik

�
~pRi
�
~tij;~t

�
i;�j
�
; ~p��i

�
�~t�ik

�
Dik

�
~pRi
�
~tij;~t

�
i;�j
�
; ~p��i

�� #)
:

�Gives Mi and Rj shares �ij and 1 � �ij, respectively, of the additional
pro�t generated by their relationship.

It is straightforward to see that this de�nition of a bargaining equilibrium

amounts to turning the previous framework �upside-down�: manufacturers are now

downstream (they control retail prices), whereas retailers/platforms are upstream.

As before, however, commissions are non-linear payment schedules paid by down-

stream �rms (here, the manufacturers) to their upstream partners (the retailers).

We thus simply need to adapt our initial assumptions to conclude that as long as

commissions induce a smooth retail pricing behavior by manufacturers, equilibrium

commissions are cost-based and the outcome is similar to that of a multi-store

oligopoly in which n �rms directly compete against each other at m retail locations.

Formally, the modi�ed assumption is:

Assumption Ã: Multi-store oligopoly. There is a unique price vector ~p� satis-
fying ~pi 2 ~pri (~p�i) � argmax~pi

nP
j2J
�
~pij � ci � j

�
Dij (~p)

o
for every i 2 I; it is

characterized by �rst-order conditions and such that ~p�i = ~p
r
i

�
~p��i
�
for every j 2 J ,

and Dij (~p
�) > 0 for every i 2 I and every j 2 J .

Under Assumption Ã, and in the class of contracts inducing the manufacturers

to adopt a smooth pricing behavior, all commission schedules must be cost-based, in

the sense that marginal commission rates must re�ect marginal costs of distribution;

hence, the equilibrium outcome replicates that of direct competition between multi-

store �rms (that is, ~p = ~p�). Moreover in this framework, price parity agreements

(i.e., agreements between manufacturers and retailers requiring that manufacturers

set the same prices on all platforms) have no impact on the equilibrium outcome

beyond imposing symmetry. More precisely, equilibrium tari¤s are once again cost-

based in the sense that marginal commissions re�ect marginal costs of distribution

(i.e., the intermediaries� costs). In addition, when �rms are symmetric at both

stages of the vertical chains (and the equilibrium prices are symmetric in the absence

of PPAs), then price parity agreements do not a¤ect the equilibrium retail prices

either.
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The result that Price Parity Agreements (PPAs) have no impact on prices in

the agency model contrasts with the recent literature on these agreements. How-

ever, so far this literature has focused on either linear commissions11 or constant

revenue-sharing rules,12 which generate contractual ine¢ ciencies; instead, we allow

for general non-linear commissions and thus for e¢ cient bilateral contracting. Foros

et al. (2017) also consider constant revenue-sharing rules but study the platforms�

choice between setting �nal prices (traditional wholesale model) or delegating these

pricing decisions to suppliers (agency model). They show that a coordination fail-

ure may arise, whereby the agency model may fail to be adopted (even though it

would increase all �rms�pro�ts); PPAs can then be used to facilitate the adoption

of the agency model, thus leading to higher prices for consumers.

D Endogenizing the market structure

D.1 Bargaining Equilibria

In this subsection, we study the bargaining equilibria for the market structures

considered in Section 5.1. Using arguments similar to those underlying Propositions

1 (Section 3.1) and 2 (Section 3.2), we show that equilibrium tari¤s are cost-based

(implying that retail prices, and thus industry pro�t, are uniquely determined)

whenever tari¤s induce retailers to adopt a smooth retail behavior, and that two-

part tari¤s can be used to support an equilibrium.13 Furthermore, when di¤erent

types of tari¤s could induce di¤erent equilibrium pro�ts, we show that two-part

tari¤s yield a unique division of the industry pro�t, which we characterize.

D.1.1 Bilateral Monopoly

Suppose �rst that a single channel is active, say i� j. In this case, �rms maximize
their joint pro�t by negotiating a cost-based tari¤ and generate in this way a pro�t

�m � max
p
(p� c� )D (p;1;1;1) :

As both �rms would obtain zero pro�t in case of a negotiation break-down,Mi�s

11See Boik and Corts (2016) and Johansen and Vergé (2016).
12See Johnson (2017).
13The equilibria sustained by these two-part tari¤s are �true�equilibria, in the sense that they

resit deviations relying on any other tari¤s as well. The analysis that follows remains however
valid when only two-part tari¤s are allowed or feasible, or when �rms simply favor two-part tari¤s
whenever they are indi¤erent between two-part or more general non-linear tari¤s.
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and Rj�s equilibrium pro�ts are respectively equal to:

�Mi
= �mM � ��m and �Rj = �

m
R � (1� �)�m:

These equilibrium pro�ts can, for instance, be sustained with the following two-

part tari¤:

tij (q) = ��
m + cq:

D.1.2 Exclusive Dealing

Suppose now that two unconnected channels are active, say i� j and h� k. Given
the equilibrium retail price p�hk set by Rk and the tari¤ tij that it faces, Rj chooses

the price pRij (tij) that maximizes its retail pro�t, that is:

pRij (tij) � argmaxp [(p� )D (p;1;1; p�hk)� tij (D (p;1;1; p�hk))] :

The joint pro�t of Mi and Rj, equal to�
pRij (tij)� c� 

�
D
�
pRij (tij) ;1;1; p�hk

�
;

is thus maximized when the tari¤ tij is cost-based. Therefore, in any equilibrium,

each tari¤ is cost-based and each channel generates a pro�t

�ED �
�
pED � c� 

�
D
�
pED;1;1; pED

�
;

where the price pED is such that:

pED = argmaxp (p� c� )D
�
p;1;1; pED

�
:

As both �rms would again obtain zero pro�t in case of a negotiation break-down,

Mi�s and Rj�s equilibrium pro�ts are respectively equal to:

�Mi
= �EDM � ��ED and �Rj = �

ED
R � (1� �)�ED:

These equilibrium pro�ts can be sustained with the following two-part tari¤s:

tij (q) = thk (q) = ��
ED + cq:

D.1.3 Upstream Foreclosure

In the case where a single manufacturer, say Mi, deals with both retailers, O�Brien

and Sha¤er (1992) have shown that equilibrium tari¤s are cost-based (see Proposi-
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tion 3, p. 305). In equilibrium, each channel thus generates a pro�t

�UF �
�
pUF � c� 

�
D
�
pUF ;1; pUF ;1

�
;

where the price pUF is such that:

pUF = argmaxp (p� c� )D
�
p;1; pUF ;1

�
:

In an equilibrium based on two-part tari¤s, the manufacturer obtains a pro�t

equal to the sum of the �xed fees, Fi1 + Fi2. If the negotiation with Rj were to

break down, Rj would instead obtain zero pro�t, whereas Mi would still obtain Fik
from the other retailer, Rk. It follows that the manufacturer and the two retailers�

equilibrium pro�ts are respectively equal to:

�Mi
= �UFM � 2��UF and �R1 = �R2 = �UFR � (1� �)�UF :

These equilibrium pro�ts can be sustained with the following two-part tari¤s:

ti1 (q) = ti2 (q) = ��
UF + cq:

D.1.4 Downstream Foreclosure

In the case where a single retailer, say Rj, deals with both manufacturers, Bernheim

and Whinston (1985, 1998) have shown that equilibrium tari¤s are then cost-based.

In equilibrium, each channel thus generates a pro�t

�DF � max
p
(p� c� )D (p; p;1;1) :

In an equilibrium based on two-part tari¤s, each Mi obtains �Mi
= Fij whereas

Rj obtains �Rj = 2�DF � FAj � FBj. If the negotiation with Mi were to break

down,Mi would instead obtain �
ij
Mi
= 0, whereas Rj would obtain �

ij
Rj
= �m�Fhj.

The change in pro�t generated by a successful negotiation is therefore equal to:

�Mi
+�Rj �

�
�ijMi

+�ijRj

�
= 2�DF � �m > 0;

where the strict inequality comes from the fact that brands are di¤erentiated. The

surplus sharing rule thus implies that the retailer and the two manufacturers�pro�ts

are given by:

�MA
= �MB

= �DFM � �
�
2�DF � �m

�
and �Rj = �

DF
R � 2 (1� �)�DF+2�

�
�m � �DF

�
:
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These equilibrium pro�ts can be sustained with the following two-part tari¤s:

tAj (q) = tBj (q) = �
�
2�DF � �m

�
+ cq:

D.1.5 Connected Structure

Suppose �nally that only one channel, say h�k, remains inactive. All �rms are thus
directly or indirectly connected, as Mi deals with both retailers, and Rj deals with

both manufacturers. We will use the subscripts J , M and R to refer respectively to

the joint channel of the two multi-channel �rms (here, i�j), the other channel of the
multi-channelmanufacturer (here, i�k), and the other channel of the multi-channel
retailer (here, h� j).

Equilibrium tari¤s are cost-based We �rst show that, under conditions similar

to those for the case where all channels are active, equilibrium tari¤s are cost-based.

Fix a candidate equilibrium with tari¤s tij = tCSJ , thj = tCSR and tik = tCSM , and

retail prices pij = pCSJ , phj = p
CS
R and pik = pCSM . Consider Rj�s behavior, given the

tari¤s it faces and its rival�s equilibrium price pCSM . For any quantities qij = qJ and

qhj = qR, let �pJ (qJ ; qR) and �pR (qJ ; qR) denote the inverse residual demands, that

is, �pJ = �pJ (qJ ; qR) and �pR = �pR (qJ ; qR) are such that:

D
�
�pJ ; �pR; p

CS
M ;1

�
= qJ and D

�
�pR; �pJ ;1; pCSM

�
= qR:

Using these inverse demands, deriving Rj�s optimal response to the tari¤s tJ and

tR amounts to choosing quantities qJ and qR so as to maximize:

rj (qJ ; qR)� tJ (qJ)� tR (qR) ;

where

rj (qJ ; qR) � (�pJ (qJ ; qR)� ) qJ + (�pR (qJ ; qR)� ) qR

denotes the retail revenue generated by Rj, net of its retail costs.

Similarly, consider Rk�s retail behavior, given the tari¤ it faces, tik = tCSM , and

the other retailer�s equilibrium prices, pij = pCSJ and phj = pCSR . For any quantity

qik = qM , let �pM (qM) denote the inverse residual demand; that is, �pM = �pM (qM) is

such that:

D
�
�pM ;1; pCSJ ; pCSR

�
= qM :

Using this inverse demand, deriving Rk�s optimal response to the tari¤ tM amounts

to choosing the quantity qM that maximizes

rk (qM)� tM (qM) ;
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where

rk (qM) � (�pM (qM)� ) qM

denotes the retail revenue generated by Rk, net of its retail cost.

Negotiation over tJ .

Consider �rst the negotiation between Mi and Rj, given the other equilibrium

tari¤s, thj = tCSR and tik = tCSM , and the other retailer�s equilibrium price, pik = p
CS
M .

Choosing the tari¤ tij = tJ that maximizes the joint pro�t of the pair Mi � Rj is
equivalent to choosing the quantity qij = qJ sold by Rj at the retail competition

stage, anticipating the associated volume of sales by Rj for the other brand, q̂R (qJ),

as well as the sales of Mi�s brand by the other retailer, ~qM (qJ). That is, the

equilibrium quantity qCSJ maximizes

rj (qJ ; q̂R (qJ))� cqJ � tCSR (q̂R (qJ)) + t
CS
M (~qM (qJ))� c~qM (qJ) ;

where

q̂R (qJ) � argmaxqR
�
rj (qJ ; qR)� tCSR (qR)

	
and

~qM (qJ) � D
�
pCSM ;1; �pJ (qJ ; q̂R (qJ)) ; �pR (qJ ; q̂R (qJ))

�
:

Assuming that tari¤s induce a smooth retail behavior (i.e., equilibrium quan-

tities satisfy the �rst-order conditions of the retailers�maximization programs and

Rj�s internal best-responses are uniquely de�ned, di¤erentiable and characterized

by �rst-order conditions), the equilibrium quantity qCSJ satis�es:

@rj
@qJ

�
qCSJ ; qCSR

�
�c+

�
@rj
@qR

�
qCSJ ; qCSR

�
� tCS0R

�
qCSR

��
q̂0R
�
qCSJ

�
+
�
tCS0M

�
qCSM

�
� c
�
~q0M
�
qCSJ

�
= 0;

which, using the �rst-order conditions implied by the smooth retail behavior con-

ditions, simpli�es to:

tCS0J

�
qCSJ

�
� c+

�
tCS0M

�
qCSM

�
� c
�
~q0M
�
qCSJ

�
= 0: (14)

Negotiation over tR.

Consider now the negotiation between Mh and Rj, given the other equilibrium

tari¤s, tij = tCSJ and tik = tCSM , and the other retailer�s equilibrium price, pik = p
CS
M .

Choosing the tari¤ thj = tR that maximizes the joint pro�t of the pair Mh � Rj is
equivalent to choosing the quantity qhj = qR sold by Rj at the retail competition

stage, anticipating the associated volume of sales by Rj for the other brand, q̂J (qR).
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The equilibrium quantity qCSR thus maximizes

rj (q̂J (qR) ; qR)� cqR � tCSJ (q̂J (qR)) ;

where

q̂J (qR) � argmaxqJ
�
rj (qJ ; qR)� tCSJ (qJ)

	
:

Assuming that tari¤s induce a smooth retailer behavior, the equilibrium quantity

qCSR satis�es:�
@rj
@qJ

�
qCSJ ; qCSR

�
� tCS0J

�
qCSJ

��
q̂0J
�
qCSR

�
+
@rj
@qR

�
qCSJ ; qCSR

�
� c = 0;

which, using the �rst-order conditions implied by the smooth retail behavior con-

ditions, simpli�es to:

tCS0R

�
qCSR

�
= c: (15)

Negotiation over tM .

Consider �nally the negotiation between Mi and Rk, given the other equilibrium

tari¤s, tij = tCSJ and thj = tCSR , and the other retailer�s equilibrium prices, pij = p
CS
J

and phj = pCSR . Choosing the tari¤ thk = tM that maximizes the joint pro�t of the

pair Mi � Rk is equivalent to choosing the quantity qik = qM sold by Rk at the

retail competition stage, anticipating the associated volume of sales of Mi�s brand

by other retailer, ~qJ (qM). The equilibrium quantity qCSM thus maximizes

rk (qM)� cqM + tCSJ (~qJ (qM))� c~qJ (qM) ;

where

~qJ (qM) � D
�
pCSJ ; p

CS
R ; �pM (qM) ;1

�
:

Assuming that tari¤s induce a smooth retailer behavior, the equilibrium quantity

qCSM satis�es:
@rk
@qM

�
qCSM

�
� c+

�
tCS0J

�
qCSJ

�
� c
�
~q0J
�
qCSM

�
= 0;

which, using the �rst-order conditions implied by the smooth retail behavior con-

ditions, simpli�es to:

�
tCS0J

�
qCSJ

�
� c
�
~q0J
�
qCSM

�
+ tCS0M

�
qCSM

�
� c = 0: (16)

Cost-based tari¤s.

Whenever the equilibrium tari¤s induce a smooth retail behavior, equation (15) en-

sures that the equilibrium tari¤ tCSR is cost-based. In addition, if ~q0J
�
qCSM

�
~q0M
�
qCSJ

�
6=

1, equations (14) and (16) imply that the equilibrium tari¤s tCSJ and tCSM , too, are
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cost-based.

Equilibrium pro�ts with two-part tari¤s Given that equilibrium tari¤s are

cost-based, the equilibrium retail prices must satisfy:

�
pCSJ ; p

CS
R

�
= argmax(pJ ;pR)

�
(pJ � c� )D

�
pJ ; pR; p

CS
M ;1

�
+ (pR � c� )D

�
pR; pJ ;1; pCSM

�	
and

pCSM = argmaxpM (pM � c� )D
�
pM ;1; pCSJ ; pCSR

�
:

In what follows, we assume that these prices are unique. We denote by

�CSm �
�
pCSJ � c� 

�
D
�
pCSJ ; p

CS
R ; p

CS
M ;1

�
+
�
pCSR � c� 

�
D
�
pCSR ; p

CS
J ;1; pCSM

�
the pro�t generated by the multi-channel retailer (Rj), and by

�CSs �
�
pCSM � c� 

�
D
�
pCSM ;1; pCSJ ; pCSR

�
the pro�t generated by the single-channel retailer (Rk). Finally, let

�̂J � max
p
(p� c� )D

�
p;1; pCSM ;1

�
and �̂R = max

p
(p� c� )D

�
p;1;1; pCSM

�
denote the pro�t that the multi-channel retailer (Rj) could generate by focusing

instead, respectively, on the joint channel (Mi � Rj), and on the other channel
(Mh �Rj).

We now focus on two-part tari¤s and derive the individual equilibrium pro�ts.

We denote Mi�s and Mh�s pro�ts by �Mi
= �CSMm and �Mh

= �CSMs respectively,

where the subscriptsMm andMs respectively refer to the multi-channel and single-

channel manufacturers. With a similar convention, we denote Rj�s and Rk�s pro�ts

by �Rj = �
CS
Rm and �Rk = �

CS
Rs respectively.

Negotiation over Fij.

In equilibrium,Mi obtains�Mi
= Fij+Fik whereasRj obtains�Rj = �

CS
m �Fij�Fhj.

If the negotiation between Mi and Rj were to break down, Mi would obtain �
ij
Mi
=

Fik, whereas Rj would obtain �
ij
Rj
= �̂R � Fhj. The change in pro�t generated by

a successful negotiation is therefore equal to:

�Mi
+�Rj �

�
�ijMi

+�ijRj

�
= �CSm � �̂R > 0;

where the strict inequality follows from brand di¤erentiation. The surplus sharing

rule then yields Fij = �
�
�CSm � �̂R

�
.
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Negotiation over Fik.

In equilibrium, Mi obtains �Mi
= Fij+Fik whereas Rk obtains �Rk = �

CS
s �Fik. If

the negotiation betweenMi andRk were to break down,Mi would obtain �ikMi
= Fij,

whereas Rj�s pro�t would drop down to 0. The change in pro�t generated by a

successful negotiation is therefore equal to:

�Mi
+�Rk �

�
�ikMi

+�ikRk
�
= �CSs > 0:

The surplus sharing rule then yields Fik = ��CSs .

Negotiation over Fhj.

In equilibrium, Mh obtains �Mh
= Fhj whereas Rj obtains �Rj = �

CS
m � Fij � Fhj.

If the negotiation between Mh and Rj were to break down, Mh�s pro�t would drop

down to 0 whereas Rj would obtain �
hj
Rj
= �̂J �Fij. The change in pro�t generated

by a successful negotiation is therefore equal to:

�Mh
+�Rj �

�
�hjMh

+�hjRj

�
= �CSm � �̂J > 0;

where the strict inequality follows again from brand di¤erentiation. The surplus

sharing rule then yields Fhj = �
�
�CSm � �̂J

�
.

Equilibrium pro�ts

Manufacturers�pro�ts are therefore respectively given by

�Mi
= �CSMm � �

�
�CSm + �CSs � �̂R

�
and �Mh

= �CSMs � �
�
�CSm � �̂J

�
;

and retailers�pro�ts are respectively given by

�Rj = �
CS
Rm � (1� �)�CSm +�

�
�̂J + �̂R � �CSm

�
and �Rk = �

CS
Rs � (1� �)�CSs :

D.2 Proof of Proposition 6

We consider the two polar cases in turn.

D.2.1 No retail competition

Consider �rst the case where retailers are active in independent geographic mar-

kets. Each geographic market can then be analyzed separately and, building on the

analysis already presented in the text, in any CPNE both brands must be carried

in each market. Finally, it is straightforward to check that this indeed constitutes

a CPNE.
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Consider the geographic market of Rj, say. In the candidate CPNE, Rj carries

both brands, each channel generates �M , and �rms�pro�ts are respectively given

by �A = �B = �
�
2�M � �m

�
(> 0) and �Rj = 2 (1� �)�M +2�

�
�m � �M

�
(> 0).

Obviously, in the preliminary stage manufacturers have no incentive to deviate (ei-

ther unilaterally, or as a coalition), as they can only change the market structure

by exiting the market. Likewise, the retailer has no incentive to exit the market,

and a deviation involving the �grand coalition�(i.e., Rj together with both manu-

facturers) would either have no e¤ect (if all �rms remain active) or require the exit

of one �rm, which the �rm would reject. Finally, suppose that Rj deviates with

one manufacturer. To make the deviation pro�table for the manufacturer, it must

exclude the other brand. In the continuation bargaining game, the remaining active

channel generates �m and Rj obtains (1� �)�m < �Rj , making the deviation un-
pro�table for Rj. It follows that �interlocking relationships�(i.e. here, both brands

being carried in each retailer�s territory) indeed constitutes a CPNE.

D.2.2 Perfect retail substitutes

Consider now the case where retailers are perfect substitutes.

We �rst note that each brand will be carried by a single retailer. To see this,

consider a candidate equilibrium in which Mi, say, deals with both retailers. As

tari¤s are cost-based, retailers face the same marginal cost, and intrabrand com-

petition leads them to simply pass on this cost to consumers. As a result, retailers

derive zero pro�t from the sales of Mi�s product, and thus Mi obtains zero pro�t as

well. But then, Mi would pro�tably deviate by refusing to deal with one retailer:

the other retailer would then generate a pro�t from selling Mi�s product, and Mi

would obtain a share of that pro�t.

As both brands must be sold (from the reasoning at the beginning of Section

5.2), it follows that the only candidate CPNE market structures are �exclusive

dealing�and �downstream foreclosure�.

In the case of exclusive dealing, each �rm has a single trading partner, and

thus its outside option in case of disagreement yields zero pro�t. The channel pro�t

�ED is thus simply shared in proportion (�; 1� �). Each manufacturer obtains
�EDM � ��ED and each retailer obtains �EDR � (1� �)�ED. In case of downstream
foreclosure, each manufacturer again has a single trading partner, but now one

retailer carries both brands.14 As a result, in case of disagreement with one manu-

facturer, the retailer would still obtain a share of the bilateral monopoly pro�t �m.

As a result, manufacturers now obtain �DFM � �
�
2�DF � �m

�
, whereas the selected

retailer obtains �DFR � 2 (1� �)�DF + 2�
�
�m � �DF

�
.

14As retailers are perfect substitutes here, the active retailer generates the industry-wide
monopoly pro�t (that is, 2�DF = �M ).
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Note that when starting from a candidate CPNE involving either exclusive deal-

ing or downstream foreclosure:

� Deviations by a coalition activating more than two channels are irrelevant: At
least one manufacturer (who has to be part of the deviating coalition) would

be dealing with both retailers, and this manufacturer would have an incentive

to (unilaterally) deviate from the coalition so as to deal instead with a single

retailer;

� All active �rms obtain a positive pro�t, and thus none of them has an in-

centive to deviate by simply refusing to deal. In the same vein, in case of

downstream foreclosure, the active retailer has no incentive to close down any

channel. With only one active channel (that is, under bilateral monopoly)

the retailer would only obtain �mR = (1� �)�m, whereas with both active
channels (downstream foreclosure) the retailer obtains:

�DFR = 2 (1� �)�DF + 2�
�
�m � �DF

�
> (1� �) 2�DF > (1� �)�m = �mR ;

where the last inequality stems from the fact that the retailer generates more

pro�t when it carries both brands.

We now consider the other potential deviations for each of the two candidate

equilibrium market structures.

Exclusive dealing.

Consider a candidate CPNE in which, say,Mi deals with Rj whereasMh deals with

Rk. In the light of the above remarks, deviations leading to fewer, or to more active

channels are irrelevant. Likewise, a coalition deviating to upstream foreclosure is

irrelevant (as intrabrand competition would then dissipate all pro�ts). Therefore,

the only relevant deviation is for a coalition to move to downstream foreclosure.

Suppose, for instance, that Mi and Rk agree to open their channel (in addition to

the h� k channel) and foreclose Rj (that is, Mi and Rk now deal with each other,

whereas Mi stops dealing with Rj but Rk keeps dealing with Mh):

� This deviation is always pro�table for Rk, whose pro�t increases from �EDR =

(1� �)�ED to:

�DFR = 2 (1� �)�DF+2�
�
�m � �DF

�
> (1� �) 2�DF > (1� �)�ED = �EDR ;

where the �rst inequality stems from the fact that a channel pro�t is maximal

when all other channels are inactive (and thus �m > �DF ), whereas the second

inequality stems from the fact that industry-wide pro�t is larger when the two

brands are carried by the same retailer (so that 2�DF > �ED);
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� By contrast, this deviation is pro�table for Mi if and only if:

�DFM = �
�
2�DF � �m

�
> �EDM = ��ED:

It follows that exclusive dealing is a CPNE market structure if and only if

�ED � 2�DF � �m.

Downstream foreclosure.

Consider now a candidate CPNE in which the two manufacturers deal with a single

common retailer, say, Rj. Using the same reasoning as above, the only relevant

deviation is now for a coalition to move to exclusive dealing. Suppose, for instance,

that Mh stops dealing with Ri and forms a coalition with Rk to open their channel

(that is, Mh and Rk now deal with each other, whereas Rj keeps dealing with Mi

but no longer deals with Mh):

� This deviation is always pro�table for Rk, whose pro�t is now positive whereas
it would otherwise be excluded;

� By contrast, this deviation is pro�table for Mh if and only if:

�EDM = ��ED > �DFM = �
�
2�DF � �m

�
:

It follows that downstream foreclosure is a CPNE market structure if and only

if �ED � 2�DF � �m.

In summary, exclusive dealing constitutes the unique CPNE market structure if

�ED > 2�DF � �m, whereas downstream foreclosure constitutes the unique CPNE

market structure if instead �ED < 2�DF � �m (in the limit case where �ED =

2�DF � �m, both market structures can arise in a CPNE).

D.3 Proof of Proposition 7

We already know that no �rm can be fully excluded in equilibrium, which leaves

us with only three candidate market structures for a CPNE: exclusive dealing;

connected structures; and interlocking relationships. We consider them in turn.

D.3.1 Exclusive dealing

Consider a candidate CPNE yielding exclusive dealing. Without loss of generality,

we can restrict attention to candidate strategies where �rms are willing to deal with

a single partner, as this minimizes the number of alternative market structures that

a coalition could achieve. Thus, consider a candidate equilibrium in which Mi and
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Rj, on the one hand, and Mh and Rk, on the other hand, only want to deal with

each other.

We �rst note that these strategies constitute indeed a Nash-equilibrium of the

market structure formation game as, by unilaterally deviating, a �rm can a¤ect the

market structure only by excluding itself from the market. Furthermore, given these

equilibrium strategies, the coalition of manufacturers, the coalition of retailers and

the coalition consisting of Mi and Rj (resp., Mh and Rk) cannot pro�tably deviate.

Indeed, any deviation a¤ecting the market structure would involve the exclusion of

at least one coalition member.

Finally, given these strategies, any market structure that can be achieved by a

deviating coalition of three �rms can also be achieved by a two-�rm coalition.

Let us now consider deviations by the coalition consisting of Mi and Rk (by

symmetry, the same analysis applies to the coalition consisting of Mh and Rj).

Looking for self-enforcing deviations by that coalition amounts to looking for Pareto-

undominated Nash-equilibria of the two-player game between Mi and Rk, keeping

�xed the strategies of Mh and Rj �i.e., taking as given that Mh only wants to deal

with Rk, and Rj only wants to deal with Mi.

As noted above, Mi and Mh dealing exclusively with Rj and Rk respectively,

constitutes a Nash equilibrium of this two-player game. And as Mi and Rk obtain

a positive pro�t in this exclusive dealing market structure, we can restrict attention

to alternative Nash equilibria in which they both have at least one trading partner.

Furthermore, we have:

(i) If Mi is willing to deal only with Rk, then Rk�s best-response is to deal with

both manufacturers (as downstream foreclosure gives Rk a greater pro�t than

bilateral monopoly);

(ii) IfMi is willing to deal with both retailers, then Rk prefers dealing exclusively

with Mh to dealing exclusively with Mi (as competition is softer when the

retailers carry di¤erent brands);

(iii) If Rk is willing to deal with both suppliers, thenMi prefers dealing exclusively

with Rj to dealing exclusively with Rk, as the condition �ED > 2�DF � �m

implies �EDM > �DFM .

The �rst two observations imply that there is no Nash equilibrium in which Rk
deals exclusively withMi. The third one implies that there is no Nash equilibrium in

which Rk deals with both suppliers and Rj is excluded from the market. Therefore,

besides exclusive dealing (with channels i�j and h�k being active), the only other
market structure that may arise in a Nash-equilibrium of the two-player game is a

connected structure, where only channel h� j remains inactive.
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In addition, the above observations imply that, starting from a candidate Nash

equilibrium yielding the connected structure, for each partner the only relevant

deviation consists of switching to exclusive dealing, by refusing to deal with its other

trading partner. Therefore, the connected structure constitutes a Nash equilibrium

if and only if Mi and Rk both (weakly) prefer it to exclusive dealing, that is, if and

only if:

�CSm +�CSs � �̂R � �ED and (1� �)�CSm +�
�
�̂J + �̂R � �CSm

�
� (1� �)�ED: (17)

For the linear demand speci�ed above: (i) The �rst condition in (17) amounts to

� � �� (�), where the threshold �� (�) is the unique solution to �ED = �CSm +�CSs ��̂R,
and is such that �� (�) 2 ]0; 1[; and (ii) when this �rst condition holds, then �CSm >

�ED, and thus the second condition in (17) holds strictly for any � 2 [0; 1].
Therefore:

� When � < �� (�), both exclusive dealing and the connected structure can be

supported as a Nash-equilibrium of the two-player game, and the connected

structure in which Mi is the multi-partner supplier is strictly preferred by

both Mi and Rk;

� When � = �� (�), both structures can be supported as a Nash-equilibrium

of the two-player game, but Mi is indi¤erent between the exclusive dealing

structure, and being the multi-partner supplier in a connected structure;

� Finally, when � > �� (�), exclusive dealing is the unique market structure that
can be supported as a Nash-equilibrium of the two-player game.

It follows from these observations that, when � < �� (�), starting from the candi-

date Nash-equilibrium with exclusive dealing, there exists a self-enforcing pro�table

deviation for the coalition made of Mi and Rk. When instead � � �� (�), there is no
self-enforcing pro�table deviation for this coalition (as at least one �rm �namely,

Mi �would not strictly bene�t from such a deviation); there thus exists a CPNE

leading to exclusive dealing in this case.

D.3.2 Interlocking relationships

Consider now a candidate CPNE leading to interlocking relationships (i.e., where

all channels are active). By construction, in such an equilibrium all �rms must be

willing to deal with both of their trading partners. It follows that any deviating

market structure that could be achieved by a coalition made of the manufacturers

and at least one retailer (resp., the retailers and at least one manufacturer) could

also be achieved by the coalition of manufacturers (resp., retailers). Hence, there
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is no need to consider deviations by coalitions of three or more �rms, and we

can instead restrict attention to unilateral deviations and deviations by two-�rm

coalitions.

As exiting the market is not pro�table (as all �rms are pro�table in the equilib-

rium generated by interlocking relationships), to rule out unilateral deviations, it

su¢ ces to check that no �rm prefers dealing with a single partner, which amounts

to:

2 [2� (p�)� �̂ (p�)] � �CSm ��̂J and 2 (1� �)� (p�)+2� [�̂ (p�)� � (p�)] � (1� �)�CSs :
(18)

For the linear demand speci�cation:

� 2� (p�) > �CSs , and thus the second condition in (18) holds strictly for any

� 2 [0; 1];

� The �rst condition in (18) holds instead if and only if � � ��(0).

Therefore, there exists a Nash-equilibrium leading to interlocking relationships

if and only if � � ��(0). Next, we consider (self-enforcing) deviations by two-�rm

coalitions.

Consider �rst deviations by the coalition of manufacturers. Such deviations

are self-enforcing if they constitute Pareto-undominated Nash-equilibria of the two-

player game betweenMA andMB, takingR1 andR2�strategies as given. As retailers

are willing to deal with both suppliers, in this two-player game each manufacturer

freely determines which of its two distribution channels will be active.

Exiting the market is again never a best-response. Furthermore, from the above

observation, in response toMh dealing with both retailers,Mi is also willing to deal

with both retailers when � � ��(0), and strictly prefers doing so (rather than dealing
exclusively with one retailer) if � < �� (0). If instead Mh chooses to deal with one

retailer only (say, Rk):

� Mi prefers to deal exclusively with Rj (so as to induce the �exclusive dealing�

market structure) to dealing exclusively with Rk (as this would lead to the

foreclosure of Rj, which is less pro�table for Mi, as �ED > 2�DF � �m for the
linear demand speci�cation);

� And Mi strictly prefers dealing with both retailers rather than dealing exclu-

sively with Rj whenever �CSm + �CSs � �̂R > �ED, that is, whenever � < ��(�).

As �� (�) is a decreasing function of �, it follows from the above observations

that, when � < ��(�), there exists a unique Nash-equilibrium of the above two-

player manufacturer game, and this equilibrium induces interlocking relationships.
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When instead � � �� (�), there also exists a Nash-equilibrium of the two-player

game leading to exclusive dealing. It can furthermore be checked that, for the linear

demand speci�cation, manufacturers then prefer the outcome generated by exclusive

dealing to the outcome generated by interlocking relationships; that is, � � ��(�)

implies �ED > 2 [2� (p�)� �̂ (p�)]. Hence, even when interlocking relationships can
be supported as a Nash-equilibrium (which is the case when � � �� (0)), there exists
a self-enforcing deviation (to exclusive dealing) for the coalition of manufacturers.

In what follows, we thus focus on the case � < ��(�).

Next, we consider deviations by the coalition of retailers. Such deviations are

self-enforcing if they constitute Pareto-undominated equilibria of the two-player

game between R1 and R2, takingMA andMB�s strategies as given. As manufactur-

ers are willing to deal with both distributors, in this two-player game each retailer

freely determines which of the two brands it will carry. Building on the previous

observations, exiting the market is never a best-response and, if a retailer chooses

to carry both brands, then the other retailer strictly prefers carrying both brands as

well. In addition, � < ��(�) implies �CSRm > �
ED
R (that is, the second part of in (17)

holds); hence, if a retailer chooses to carry a single brand, the other retailer strictly

prefers carrying both brands. Carrying both brands thus constitutes a strictly dom-

inant strategy for each retailer, implying that, starting from the Nash-equilibrium

with interlocking relationships, there is no self-enforcing pro�table deviation by the

coalition of retailers.

Finally, consider a coalition made of a supplier (say,Mi) and a retailer (say, Rj).

When � < ��(�):

� When Mi (resp., Rj) deals with both retailers (resp., manufacturers), Rj�s

(resp., Mi�s) best-response is to deal with both manufacturers (resp., retail-

ers);

� When Rj is willing to deal exclusively with Mi, Mi�s (unique) best-response

is to deal with both retailers.

Moreover, whenMi deals exclusively withRk, Rj has two best-responses (dealing

with Mh exclusively, or accepting to deal with both manufacturers) that yield the

same market structure (connected structure, with channel i�j remaining inactive).
Likewise, when Rj deals exclusively with Mh, Mi has two best-responses (dealing

with Rk exclusively, or accepting to deal with both retailers) leading to the same

market structure.

This implies that this two-player game has two Nash-equilibria, one leading to

interlocking relationships and one leading to a connected structure (with channel
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i � j remaining inactive). But in this last case, Mi and Rj would strictly prefer

to activate channel i � j. Hence, the equilibrium with a connected structure is

strictly Pareto-dominated, implying that there is no self-enforcing deviation for the

coalition Mi �Rj.

In summary, there exists a CPNE with interlocking relationships (i.e., all links

are active in equilibrium) if and only if � < ��(�).

D.3.3 Connected structure

We �nally show that there never exists a CPNE with three active channels (i.e., with

a connected structure). To see this, consider a candidate CPNE with a connected

structure in which channel h� k, say, is inactive.
When � < ��(0), we have seen that both conditions in (18) strictly hold. It follows

that there exists a self-enforcing deviation for the coalitionMh�Rk, which consists
of activating the fourth channel (in addition to the other ones).

Furthermore, when � > ��(�), we have seen that condition in (17) is violated.

Therefore, Mi would �nd it pro�table to unilaterally deviate and deal exclusively

with Rk.

As �� (�) is a decreasing function of �, the above analysis implies that there

always exists either a pro�table unilateral deviation (when � > ��(�)), or a self-

enforcing deviation by a two-�rm coalition (when � < ��(0)). Hence, there never

exists a CPNE with three active channels.
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